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BRYAN ADDRESSES 'CALLOWAY COUNTY WILL VOTE
LARGE CROWD AT ON THE QUESTION OF ISSUING
EIGHTH AND CLAY BONDS FOR NEW COURT HOUSE
Proposition Lost Out Once But Prob-Declares That Those Who FRY -
or Roosevelt's Policy Should
Vote fur a Democratic United
States Senator, as Beckham
Would Support Rini.
HIS APPEAL TO PARTY VOTE.
Roan had no message for Padu-
cah.
The Peerless One on his special
train bikked to the Eighth and Clay
streets crossing at 3.20 o'clock yes-
terday afternoon, and was greeted by
some 1.800 people, including chil-
dren from the north side school, who
showed what attracted them there by
discussing Mr. Bryan all the time he
wag talking
He was hoarse and tired, and every
body knew about what he would say.
"He's getting lots older, isn't he"
was a frequent comment.
When the orator of the Platte was
blowing pellets at the national ad-
ministration, somebody in the audi-
ence exclaimed sotto voce "Bet you
that train would have been on time
if Roosevelt had been on it."
Mr. Bryan approved Roosevelt's
course in the main, but criticized the
president's method of execution. Mr
Bryan thanked him for the trusts he
has "busted." but was quite con-
cerned over there being so many more
to "bust." and he handled the sub-
ject in the same airy manner, which
characterized his discussion of the
motley question in 1900 as if "trust
busting" consiats of sticking ping in
balloons.
Bryan's appeal to the Roosevelt
men was unique He said in sub-
stance that Roosevelt ha I to appeal
to Vemocrats in congress to support
his measures, and therefore Gover-
nor Beekbant in the senate will do
more to support Roosevelt's feasures
than a Republican would. Of course
elovernor Betiteatn dte noi Bay how
far he would go In supporting a RP-
publican administration.
Then Mr. Bryan adjured the Dem-
ocrats. not only to vote their ticket
straight, but to vote It more numer-
ously, if possible, so that the Repub
!lean newspapers couldn't boast of a
falling off in the Democratic vote.
Bryan told a number of stories in
his inimitable manner, that were
more entertaining than illuminating
Congressman 011ie James intro-
duced the speaker, who laiked front
the rear platform for a half hour
At intervals Governor Beckham and
Auditor _Hager were seen on the rear
platform: but there was no apparent
recognition from the crowd, who
were there to see Bryan.
While the crowd was waiting for
the train, Judge J. K. Hendrick
Capt. W. C Clark and Police Judge
David Cross spoke from a wagon
drawn close to the track
The Bryan special went from here
to Mayfield and returned about 6:30
bound for Murray. The train passed
through here early this morning for
Louisville.
COLD RECEPTION FOR BRYAN.
Princeton Not Overly Eathusiastic
Over the Nebratikasee Presence.
Princeton, Ky.. Oct. 9.- The re-
ception accorded William Jennings
getryan here was the least enthusiastic
that be has received on his entire
tour of the western end of the state.
Not over 600 people in the crowd
heard him, and about half of these
were Republicans
Wright's Slayer Grtiltie
Hopkinsville, Ky.. Oct. 9.-After
deliberating since Satdrday afternoon
the jury in the case of George K. Put-
man, charged with the murder of
Prof. J. G. Wright. returned a ver-
dict finding the defendant guilty of
voluntary manslaughter and fixing
his punishment at five years in the
penitentiary.
Charged With Stealing.
Ed Farris and "Sticks" McCormick,
were placed in jail this morning.
pending -trial- !Or alleged obtaining
money by false pretenses. They are
accused of stealing a basket of roast-
ing ears and selling it to a negro
woman, alleging it to be their prop-
erty.
LUmtfaniel SOrMe.
Liverpool Oct. 9. --The Lusitania
Is breaking all exciting races on the.
voeage westward. A wirelese dispatch
from Captain Watts. states that her
run for the 24 hours, Tuesday. was
60e knots. The fastest time ever made
e ' by an ocean liner.
Drowned in Barren River.
Glasgow. Ky., Oct. 9se--(SPeclali-
Abe Thompson and daughter were
drowned while fording the awollee
Barren river in this county.
ably Will Carry----City Bond
Issue
Murray. Ky., Oct. 9. (Special.)-
The Calloway fiscal court has ordered
a vote taken at the general election
in November on the question of is-
suing.bonds to the amount of $35,0.0
for the erection of a county court
house. Calloway county has been
without a court house for two years
the old one having burned down. A.
vote was taken on the issuance of
bonds at the last election, but failed
to care.. by a narrow margin. The
old sorie and differences that have
existed in the county for several
years are somewhat healed now, and
it is believed that the bond issue will
carry at the coming election. The
county and circuit courts are now
held in a warehouse building that has
been rented and fitted up for the
purpose.
Cky Bond Issue.
A vote will also be taken by the
city of Murray on the question of is-
suing city bonds for the purpose of
buying the electric lighting plant, and
the lastallatton of a water works sys-
tem. A vote carried at the last else.-
Hon for the issuance of 4 per cent
bonds, but the mayor could not place
them at that rate of interest. Fives
will be floated if the bond issue again
carries.
First Frost Does No Damage.
People from the country and early risers in the, city report a slight
frost last night, though not enough to kill vegetables, the only crop 
that
frost can dest-oy now. Tobacco has been cut and housed for ten days,
while there is little corn that be late enough to be injured by frost. The
fact that frost came :ate this fall has been a great boon to farmers on ac-
count of a bigger portion of their cro ps being late.
SITANDA RD PROFITS.
New York. tee. W-some idea
of the large l,nsini's of the
Standard Oil company an• gain-
ed today when Frank it. Kelkeet,
deputy attorney general, In the
govet intent suit, shins 'ii from
tnualveripte from beseks that prof-
its sserregeted a sum almost
equal to the national debt of the
United Stake, which in '98 vias
almost ten billions.
HARRILIF VOTES
SEVENTY PERCENT
OF I. C. STOCK
New Yolk, Oct. 9.-Out of & total
of 9e0.4e9 shares of Illinois Central
stock votable at the annual meeting
on October 16 next, it is estimated
that approximately 675,000 'hareem'
71 per cent, of the total number of
votes, will be voted by E. H. Harri-
man, and that Stuyvesant Fish will
not he able to vote snore than 9,5,009
shares, or about 10 per cent. Unless
there is some decided change, there-
fore, the final vote should be some-
wh-at as follows: Shareseotable, 950.-
450; pledged to Harriman. 675,000:
Pledged to Ptah. 95.000; not voting.
18(1,040. A year ago President Fish
controlled 690,695 shares out of a
total of 692,546 shares voting,
Honey Dew Company,
Articles of Incorporation of seThe
Honer-Dew Toilet- company" were
filed this afternoon. The object of
the corporation is the manufacture of
a preparation by formula invented
and known only by Mrs. S. W. Hodge
and no information as to the process
shall be imparted to outsiders or used
by any other company. The capital
stock is fixed at $141;000 divided into
100 shares, and following are stock.
holders and the number of shares
held: Mrs. S. W. Hodge, 70: Miss Cor-
nie Grundy, 24; James Campbell, 5
and S. B. Caldwell, Jr., 1. Business
shall begin October 28.
In Itankruptey. 
_
Referee in Bankruptcy E. W. Bag-
s this morning &sided- that
 the City
National bank had a prior lien of
the bankrupt Paducah Furniture
Manufacturing company for $2.7e0
advanced to the company to pay labor
with. The-question had been. up for
some time.
The Seine Is Rising,
Leone, France, Oct. 9.- Heavy
%Ins, continuing two days, have
caused the Seine river to rise alarm-
ingly over its banks for nilles.•Great
damage already is caused, while it is
leered worse loss will be inflicted.
Railway communication is greatly in-
terfered with.
------
ittirglars Rob Poetollice.
Petersburg. Eye Oct. 9.- Burgles&
ire poetnibee last night and
secured a small amount of stamps
and ittftTlf.y.•-An ainsUccessfni attempt
also was made to •rob the Farmers'
ban. They were frightened away
without booty.
MILLION DOLLARS
WILL BE DONATED
BritiEN OF CHURCH
Richmond, Va., Oct. 9.--For the
first time in the history of the Pro-
testant Episcopal aunt in America
the men will unite in making an of-
fering which will not be used for cur-
rent expenses, but be devoted to
some permanent and monumental
work.
This takes place at the Epis-
copal general convention, the second,
week of which was opened yesterday.
It Is generally expected that the offer-
fug this week will considerably ex-
ceed $1.000,000.
The Sernday school exhibit will be
no less important and interesting.
An amendment to the constitution,
proposing that the name of the &pis-
copal church in America he changed
to that of "the American Chureh",
was introduced before the house of
deputies today.
Dr. Huntington of the committee
On constitution reported in favor of
the amendment.
A unique ceremony was performed
when 20 deaf mute(' of Richmond and
Manchester received the ordinances
of baptism.
FEMALE COLLEGE BURNS.
Millersburg, Ky.. Oct. 9 (Special)
-Millersburg Female College burned
this morning at 9 o'clock while the
pupils were in the class room. It
caused a panic. All the girls got out
safely. The loss is $45,000. caused
by a defective flue The girls Wet
their belongings.
Finis leirldre Infant Dies.
-The six-monthsiold son of Mr
Finis Fields, of Tenth and Adams
streets, foreman of the Princeton Il-
linois Central wrecking crew. died
last evening at 6:15 o'clock, of stom-
ach trouble, after an illneeir of many
weeks. The infant took sick two
months ago, shortly after Mr. Fields'
transfer from Paducah, and a few
days ago was much better. A sud-
den change for the worse was fol-
lowed quickly by death. Mr. Fields
being called from Princeton early
yesterday afternoon. The funeral
was conducted at the residence this
afternoon. The burial was in Oak
Grove cemetery.
KENTUCKY BOYS GET
UNCLE SAM'S MONEY
Washington, Oct. 9. (Special.)-
The coMptroller of the treasury al-
lows $1,9410 additional bark pay for
Spanish-American Kentucky soldiers.
Cassie Chadwick. AMAZING TALE OF LOOT IS
TOLD BY THOMAS RYAN'S
PARTNER UNDER EXAMINATION
Colutubus, 0., Oct. 9.--- Cassie
Chadwick is much worse. During the
night she suffered several attacks of
heart trouble. "Her mind seems to be
wandering," said Dr. Helmick, of
the penitentiary, this morning. Her
temperature reached 110 last night.
TOBACCO BOOKS
CLOSE TOMORROW
WITH MIDNIGHT
Tomorrow night the books of the
Dark Tobacco association will be
closed and those who have not
pledged their 1907 crop of tobacco
will be barred from doing so. Reports
received at association headquarters
in Paducah today indicate that al-
ready 215 per cent of the crop in the
"black patch" has been pledged,
while it Is expected that a large per
cent of the acreage that has not been
pledged and has not been bought by
the independent and trust buyers by
tomorrow afternoon will also be
pledged. In fact, a prominent grow-
er, who was at headquarters this
afternoon, stated that he expected a
larger acreage pledged tomorrow
than on any day during the season.
the growers havieg hewed an ultima-
tum to the buyers that they must
pay the prices or their crop will go
into the association tomorrow.
Another fact that will cause farm-
ers to pledge their unsold tobacco
will be the poltcy of the association
managers being to strictly adhere to
the rule not to Mow any tobacco to
be pledged after the final limit.
First Holesheal Sold.
Louisville. Ky., Oct. 9.-The first
hogshead of the 1907 crop of tobacco
was sold today It brought $10.5.0.
STRIKE-BREAKERS (41'1T.
Men Imported to Ness corkers., Docks
eivant Eight-Hour Day,
New Orleans. Lfi Ol'I. 9.- -About
reit strike-breakers, imported by the
Illinois Ceteral railroad in the levee
strike, refused to work today because
they were not granted an eight-hour
day. Mayor Behrman notified the
railroad to take these men away from
New Orleans. The 10,000 strikers
made no demonstration, but two
strike-breakers were arrested, one
charged with assault and the other
with drunkenness
T4.'tliti Farmers to Hold Cotton.
Austin, Tex., Oct. 9.- Meetings ot
local organizations of the Farmers'
union are being held throughout the
1
state 'and rervoletions 'adopted Ptedg-
ine its members to hold their cotton
for 15 cents per pound.
THOUSANDS GREET
BRYAN AT MURRAY
ON HIS FIRST VISIT
Murray. K... 9.--More than
5,04)0 people heard William J. Bryan
here last night, the big association
tobacco warehouse being crowded to
its capacity. Many were forced to
stand, while the windows and door"
were crowded with throng of curious
people, anxious to get a glimpse of
the Democratic leader.
Mr. Bryan spoke for an hour mak-
ing practically the same speeches as
at other pointein the district. Begin-
ning his speech with a brief reference
to state 'limes he launched off into
natiorial -issues, The large crowd
present is' not taken ea indieative of
nny great interest in the present cam-
paign, because of the fact that Bryan
bad never visited this place before.
His coming at any time of the year
whether there NVHS a campaign on or
not would have brought out the same
crowd.
Bryan's special was a little late in
reaching here and several speeches
were made by local 'mete:lane while
the crowd was waiting.
10,000-at Mayfield,
Mayfield, Ky.. Oct. 9 Special.)-
Nearly 10,0(et people were present to
see Bryan, when his special rolled in
yesterday evening.
Illinois Leads in Oil Wells,
Rock Island, 111., Oct. 9.- Illinois
linow is producing nearly 5,000,00n
barrels of petroleum a year, more
than any state in the union, accord-
ing to Dr. .1. A. Udden, professor of
natural sciences at Augustana col-
lege. He says since the new field near
the Indiana line was discovered. two
Years ago. 600 wells have been drill-
ed. Dr. Udden predicts another great
field will be developed east of St.
Louis,
Three Quarters of Million Dol-
lars Pure Graft in Deal for
Wall and Cortland Street
Ferries in New York City
BRADY TOOK A BIT HIMSELF.
New York, Oct. 9.- Anthony N.
Brady, partner of Thomas F. Ryan.
took the witness stand today before
the public service commission and
told the astounding story of the Wall
and Cortland street ferries railway
deal.
The road coat him about $200,000,
but when the late Wm. C. Whitney
forced him to sell the franchise be
was paid by the Metropolitan Securi-
ties company $965,607.19, of which.
by private agreement, $250,000 was
retained by Brady to compensate
him, while the balance was divided
into five equal parts and distributed
by Brady's personal check to the fol-
lowing beneficiaries: Thomas F. Ry-
an, Wm. C. Whitney, P. A. B. Wide-
ner, Thomas Dolan, Wm. L. Elkins.
The board of directors approved
the sale and the entire sum is still
carried on the books of the company
as an asset.
A spellbound audience listened to
this amazing confession of loot.which
far transcended any revelation that
was brought out by the insurance in-
vestigation. Nothing to palliate the
damning facts was offered by Mr.
Brady, and when Delancey Nee)!
sought to place Mr. Ryan in a better
light by cross-examining the witness
he merely brought the facts out more
clearly.
A quarter of a million was a high
price for the franchise. That and
three-quarters of a million more, rep-
resenting $715,607 of pure loot, went
from the pockets of the Metropoilton
stockholders into those of the five
men named and has never since been
accounted for.
Investigate Kentucky Case.
Norfolk. Vs . Oct. 9.- A court of
inquiry will be ordered at once to fix
the responehility for groundieg the
battleship Kentucky yesterday. 'The
vessel was floated last 'eight apparel
ently uninjured. bureareftil examina-
tion is being made today.
WITIELEeS RECORD IS TREBLED.
eleseage Sent From Manila Received
on the Atlantk Coast,
Sidney, N. S., Oct. 9.-While Mar-
coni experts here were testing several
new receiving cones at tops of towers
at Moriena station this morning
it is stated that the operator in the
room below picked up a message
from the wireless station at Manila
at a distance of 12,0(ise miles. The
message said to have been received
was that the American cruiser Phila-
delphia had arrived, all safe. The
best previous wireless record was 4.-
00t) miles.
TOBACCO BARN BURNS.
While Benjamin Alexandria, of
Heath. was trying to fire his tobacco
and attend his sick son at the same
time last night, his tobacco barn
caught fire and RAP destroyed witL
$1,000 worth of tobacco.
Say Girl Tried to Wreck Train.
Rochester, Ind., Oct. 9. Miss Ira
Wagoner, daughter of the Rev. J. F
Wagoner, of this city, is under arrest
on a charge of attempted train wreck-
ing. She is charged with putting ob-
structions on the track so that her
sweetheart, vete Is employed by the
railroad company, would be called to
remove-them, and she woeld thus get
to see him. Miss Wagoner is 17
years of age, intelligent and good
lookling, but the officers think she is
inearie.
DISORDER AT HENDERSON
Henderson, Oct. 9.-(Spee jail -
Only one car was operated today and
disorder resulted. The strikers pulled
off trolleys and threw missiles. Mo-
torman Tbompeon was seriously in-
jured. The men will not return to
work until Superintendent Lyne is
discharged.
Jim Duffy Is in Port.
The towboat Jim Duffy which was
raised off Big Bend shoals Monday.
reached Paducah this morning. The
machinery a the boat, was badly
damaged by the long stay in the wa-
ter and the engines were dismantled
and brought to the Paducah machine
shops for repairs. The total damage
to the boat by reason of the accident
will amount to more than $1.000, be-
-ides the expense of raising her.
Deputy Got Wrong Box.
Hopkinsville, Oct. 9.-For several
hours late yestereay afternoon and
lest night /lenity stierift Lucien (Thee
ens hovered betwen life and death
as A result of ME having taken a largo
quantity of strychnine thinking it
was quinine.
Grain Market.
Cincinnati, Oct. 9.-Wheat, 1.u7.
corn, 65%; oats, 53%.
TORNADO CARRIES
DEATH TO FIFTEEN
NEAR SOUTH COAST
Tods, Ala., Oct. 9.-Fifteen per-
sona are believed to have been killed
by a tornado near here. Property
loss is said to be enormous. All the
wires are all down and it probably
will be some time before the details
are received.
NEW SEWER DISTRICT.
elaror D. A. Yeiser has issued a
call for a nieeting of the General
council tonight at 7:15 o'clock, as a
committee of the whole, for the por-
poise of making changes In plans for
sewer district, No S. A great deal
of property on the north side em-
braced in the original plans, is low
and not worth the improvement, so
the owners contend, and petitions
have been filed with the boards ask-
ing that certain losalities be exclud-
ed. It is to determine the boundaries
that the meeting is called.
AT FAIR GROUNDS
WOODMEN OF THE
WORLD CELEBRATE
Hundreds of visitors will is' in Pa-
ducah October 15, when the Wood-
men of the World have their big cel-
ebration at the fair grounds. There
will be five races on the Feigewood
track, and three high officers of the
order will speak. Sovereign Com-
mander J. C. Root will be introduced
by Polise Judge David Cross; Sover-
eign Banker Shepperd will be intro-
duced by Senator Wheeler Campbell
and T. E. Patterson, of Chattanooga
convniander of the Tennessee Wood-
men, will be introduced by County
Attorney Alben Barkley. The pro-
gram will commence at 2 o'clock.
Lit ingston Doctors Meet.
Smithland, Ky., Oct. 9.-(Special)
--The Livingston County Medical as-
sociation is in session here today.
Nearly every doctor in -the county is
attending.
TEACHER ACCUSED OF
WHIPPING TOO HARD
Rudolph Naylor, of Lone Oak. as-
sistant teacher at Farley school at
Tyler, in the Fifth district, was sum-
moned to-appear before County Judge
R. T. Lightfooltomorrow, morning at
II) O'clock to answer to the charge
of inflicting wounds on little-eight-
year-old Eddie Williams, son of
Nathan Williams. an Illinois Central
employe, yesterday afternoon. The
boy's back bears large bruises, and
raw places.
"He whipped me after school be-
cause I teased a little girl, pretend-
ing I was going to kiss her," explain-
ed the boy.
THE WEATHER.
VALI la, •
STANDARD NEVER.:
DISSOLVED UNDER
ORDER OF COURT
Two Staggering Blows Dealt
by Inquisitor Kellogg to Oil
Trust During Investigation
of New Jersey Corporation
In Court.
IS BUILDING UP A. MONOPOLY
New York, Oct 9-Two stagger-
ing blows were given the oil trust to-
day by inquisitor Kellogg at the hear-
tug of the government's suit to dis-
solve the Standard Oil company of
New Jersey. One of the hits was
made when Mr. Kellogg brought out
by means of records of the liquidating
trustees, which were introduced in
evidence, the fact that the dissolu-
tion of the trust which ostensibly -oc-
curred in 1892. never took place, and,
that the control today is the same as
it was before its dismemberment was
ordered.
The other blow landed when, under
a mysterious account of "bills re-
eeirablee in the records of the An-
glo-American company. a Standard
concern, an asset of several million
dollars was discovered charged to J
B. McDonald." In this account, it is
believed, further investigation will
show the source of the fundssof the
mysterious English company, which
ie known as the General Industrial
Development company, and which pur
chased the Manhattan Oil company
and the Security Oil company, of Tex-
as. Both of these purebases, if prov-
en to have been made by the Stand-
ard, will show conclusively that the
trust is using every means to estab-
lish a complete monopoly.
echneitz Aces a Broken Man.
San Francisco, Cal., Oct 9.- For-
mer Mayor Schmitz. who was in court
a short time today, looked like a trav-
esty of himself. His face Was caved,
his hair unkempt, his beard ragged.
and small trace remaired of the ro-
bust and maenetir perionallty whieh
San Francisco once bailed as "The
Man of the Hour
ROOSEVELT IN CAMP.
Roosevelt in Camp (XeUteffush
Stamboul. La., Oct. 9.-President
Roosevelt was ready to take to the
trail early today. Rain. which kept
him from hunting yesterday, has
ceased. The president is enjoying
his outing immensely. Venison and
trout form the principal food for the
camp, and the keen air has given the
president an excellent appetite.
SWITCHMAN IS HURT.
iRobert Hamilton. an Illinois Cen-
tral switchman in Memphis, Tenn.
rands, lies in the Paducah Illinois
Central hospital badly injured, the
result of a fall from a bridge at Mem-
Otis yesterday afternoon.. His left
arm and left leg were broken, and
he sustained injuries generally about
the body. He is 39 years old, and
well known among railroad men here.
HON. J. K. HENDRICK BACK.
Hon. John K. Hendrick. Democratic
nominee for attorney general, return-
ed yesterday from hi& speaking cam'
PaIgn in the mountain counties. Mr
Hend-ricrit s looking well and says
that he enjoyed his trip to eastern
Kentucky. He will rest up awhile
before actively entering the cam-
paign again.
NEW BUILDING AT ONCE.
G. elurreil this morning au-
thorized contractors to begin work of
erecting a More and office building on
the site of the American Express
company's office, which was wrecked
Labor Day. The plans were drawn by
A. L. Lassiter and the building will
cost about $7,000. The upper floor
Will be fitted out for offices, and the
ground floor wilt be occupied by the
American Express company. The
huilditiR is to be brick and two stories
ta
THE RECRUITING SERVICE.
Charles .1, Sizemore. of Kuttawa
made application for enlistment at
the Paducah recruiting office todte ,
Capt. Reed will be here Friday and
the ncw recruit will be assigned to
the infantry service and sent to the
'Philippine islands. The monthly re-
port of. the recruiting offices of the
Eventiville district show that 33 en-
Fair tonight and Thureday..Slowle Belmont& were received during the
rising temperature. Highest tempera- month of September, six being re-
lure yesterday, tie; lowest today, 47. ceired at Paducah.
re•-
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Made in New York
WE might sell any one of a hundredmakes of Men's Clothing.
We sell Benjamin Clothing in
preference to all others, because the Benjamin
Label is accepted
by Fashionable
New Yorkers,—the
best dressed men in the world,—as a guar-
antee of Correct Style and Superior Quality.
Correct Clothes for Men
fgad_ANL6 EicE\AKE4 y14.
DESBER.GER'S
GRAND LEADER
323 Broadway
••••••
/ We have several good drivina
will guarantee them
THE TULLY
limy owl !wording Ism
• horses for sale at reasonable prices and
as represented Call and see them.
LIVERY COMPANY
INCORPORATED
Fourth Sheet and lestocky ANON.
W. F. Paxton,
President.
R. Rudy,
Cashier.
P Puryear,
Aasistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
lac 000000 t•d
Capital $100,000
Surplus   50.000
Stockholder. liability  100,000
Total security to d••positors $230,000
Accounts of indisiduals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depoaitors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Intereat Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHT 1 la tal 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
Third and Broadwa-
HOtel MarlborougIi
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sta., Herald Square, New York
. I
Four B.„-aut,ful Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.
The Famous
German Restaurant
Rteedway's chef attraction for Spe-
cial Food Dishcs and P. i alar Mue.c.
$atemaa Nom 4N Um& XI Batas.
P - tea fce issams $eso and upward. $2.00 and upward wat, bath. Parts. Br,l,ocrn and Bathice 3,00 and wrap!. Si .00 extra wbae two tenor occner a an& lawn.
warn: FOB BOOKLET.
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
IL M. TWAINEY. M•na ,-r
4.
,%sih:es." With his amazing faculty
ss- creating illusions, for getting a
TI11:1TRICAL C1LENDAlt. very great deal out of a very little,
Wedneaday night—Thi• Vendetta. he once again performed a wizard's
Thuraility night--./ane Corcoran in; trick. Is "King of the Wild ;West",
liwenai Houae. i he has taken the simplest sort of a
THEATRICAL NOTES
Friday night—The Young Buffalo.
Saturday matinee—Chas. It, Han- I
ford in Tiii• Mervhant of Venice.
Saturday night—Hanford iii Cleo-
patra 
mr....11mm.11.1•11.
The aaaidetta,
The next attraction appearing ,
the Kentucky opera Manse will be IL
great playbill of the Vendetta, dra-
matized from Marie Corelli's famous
novel of the sante. No work of fiction
las over found such a , prominent
place 112 the literary world as MS tbir'
work from the pen of the peer- ot
writers along this line. The dramati-
zation of the novel has given to the
adage -today one of the grandest of
roductions, it having the qualifies
Lions to make a playbill which apnea:,
in.the strongest manner to all classes
of people— one full of human heart
interest, telling a story embracing
tote, devotion, trust, fidelity, decep-
tion, faithlessness and broken trust.
Miss Beatrice Harrington, the talent-
ed and aceomplished emotional ac-
tress. will appear in the leading titi,
role of Nina. and her work has won
her a place in the very front rank of
the leading women on the American
stage today. Mr. F. M. Coggeshall
will appear as, nisi° Romani, sup-
ported by a specially selected compa-
ny. This company will appear in this
etty for one perform/la nly tonight:
•
"Voting Refrain/
Charles E. Blaney' "Yeitnj fluf-
falo. K,ss of' the Wild West", comes
.0 the Kentucky terivay, October 11-,
1:s week. In this effort, Mr. Blaney
.s once again demonstrated his
, allay to accomplish the "almost im-
iOee %hien after all is proba-
bly the best sort, when you come to
think of it, and has taken characters
that have been a part of romantic
fiction immemorial, has even utilized
as his chief dramatic situation one
that in Bonn) form or aeotker, has al-
ways belonged to a common stock 01
playwrights, but so skillfully has he
blended all these elements that the
resultant play has all the freshness
of a brand new work.
AIR Ibsen Evening.
The world is coming to a clearer
understanding of the great niorwe
Irian, Hendrik Ibsen, aho wrote "A
Doll's House", in which Miss Jane
Corcoran, under the direction of Ar-
thur C. Alston will appear at The
Kentucky on Thursday, October 10.
"A Doll's House" is the story of a
woman who though ready to sacrifice
all for the man she loves, gets noth-
ing from him but sweet words and
the pettings of a child. The woman
wants understanding, sympathy, a
wifely interest in her husband's af-
fairs, but this the man cannot give.
Though she stands ready to acknowl-
edge a crime, committed In Love's
name, the man can bee only the hid-
eousness of exposure, his shallow self-
ish nature causing him to shrink from
the publicity expected. When her
miracle does not take place, Nora
finds herself and her true relation to
the man she called husbaud for eight
years and for ittioru she bore three
children. When OYU learn her true
position, that of a doll Instead of a
wife, she resolves to become free and
.t woman. In this scene, a stormy one,
stiss Corcoran reaches her greatest
Humph. The doll-like nature leaves
ser, she stands forth bold, defiant,
sncenventional, ready to face the
aorld and the consequences of her
ice To her husband's remonstrances
-he turns a deaf ear, even to his
aleadings for the sake of her children
Le answers that she is a woman
.irst, a mother aid wife afterward.
Charles B. Hanford.
A candid citizen of a western state
ance remarked, "My family only goes
a) two shows every season, one is
itarnurn and Bailey's and the other is
Charles B. Hanford's." From the cir-
cus to the classics, from the sawdust
srena to the forum is a far cry, yet
•he compliment was a great one, and
reflected the intellectual sincerity of
he man who uttered it. Barnum. and
Bailey strove every season to surpass
all previous circus achievements, in-
ciuding their own, and Mr. Hanford
has done the same thing in his cho-
sen line of endeavor. He has sought
to bring to his performance all that
could add interest and charm to h:s
Shakespearean productions. He has
searched the world of books and sur-
veyed available acting talent as dila
gently assehe agents of the great mor-
al teritshow have explored the jungle
in quest of strange creatures. It was
a comparison, which might flatter
both parties who were made its sub-
TWELVE INNINGS
TO A DEADLOCK
• !innings retired Detroit's heavy bat-
. ten; without the semblance of a hit. II
Donovan had a shade the better of
his rivals in that he struck out 12
Opposing batsmen.
Tigers and Cubs struggle for
Champions!' ip
Nearly 'reenty-Five Thousand Fans
Whites', timid teline 4311
('ago Grounds.
His second base on balls was costly,
but with good support he would have,
won his game. The game was evenly•
contested. Both teams broke under/
fire, Chicago mixing two of its errors,
with two hits in the eighth when De- 1
troit scored all three of its runs while
the visitors returned the compliment
in the nexeinning allowing Chicago
to tie the score. Captain Coughlin's
error came in this rend and was
costly. With runners on first and sec-
ond he let an easy grounder from By-
era' bat get away from him filling the,
bases. After that two runs came
CIA)L'D ENDS THE CONTEST. across, one on a passed ball. While'
this was going on Overall was retired;
and the visitors had to fall before;
I Reulbach's speedy delivery In theChicago, Oct. 9.— Det)olt and Chi- 4 growing darkness.
cago, leaders of the American and' Following Is the score;
National leagues respectively, played
12 strenuous innings to a tie here
crIterday in the first game of the
-tees for tjte baseball thamplonshes
of the world. The contest was re-
el. te alth sensational situation and
when Umpire O'Day of the Netienal
league called "play off account of
clai.kness" most of the 24,377 specta-
tors sighed with relief and went
home well satisfied with the outcome.
Overall and Donovan were the oppos-
ing pitchers, but the former was ta-
ken out when Chicago had tied the
score in the ninth and had men on
bases waiting to score the winning
rums Moran was sent in to bat for 
Detroit—him but before the latter had time
Jones. If 
ab
5to deliver the needed hit, Evers tried Schaefer, 2b  6to steal home and was out by a nar-
Crawford, et 5row margin, retiring the side. Raul-
Cobb,bach tinteked the game, and for three r  rf 5
dossman, lb  4
,Coughlin, 3b 5
ject, and Mr. Hanford's presentation I Schmidt, c  5
this year w1.11 be wore spertacular!O'Leary Es 4
than ever before. A scenic revival of. Donovan, D 5
"Antony and Cleopatra" has been in
Chicago— ab r h po a e
Slagle, cf  6 0 2 2 0 0
Sheckard', If 5 0 1 2 0 0
Chance. lb 4 2 1 15 0 0
Steinfeldt lb  3 1 1 1 2 0
Evers, 2b-as 0 2 3 3 2
Schulte. re 5 0 1 2 0 1
Tinker, ss  3 0 0 3 5 0
•Moran 1 0 0 0 0 0
••.Howard 1 0 0 0 0 0
Zimmerman, 2b  1 0 0 0 1 0
Overall, p  3 0 0 0 2 0
Reulbach, p 2 0 0 0 0 0
Total 49 3 10 36 16 3
his mind for a number of seasons-past j
and last sear's,production of "Jullu.
Caesar" formed a sp!endia preface l
for this year's representation of An-
tony no longer a triumphant states-
man but the Ill-fated lover.
•Saturday, October 12, is Mr. Han-
ford's date at the Kentucky. At the
Matinee he will play the "Merchant
of Venice." The production of "The
Merchant of Venice" which Mr.
Charles B. Hanford will offer this
season is distinguished by a bril-
liancy of cast and a wealth of scenery
calculated to outdo all the splendid
productions of the play that he has
previously mad.4. Mr. Hanford has
made a sincere atudy of the character
of Shylock; one which takes into ac-
count not only the relentless venge-
fullness of the role, but the dignity
and sentiment which must attach to a
man so impatisl/ned In his devotion
to race and home. Mr. Hanford's
Shylock Is one of the creations of the
American drama which stand forth
!Ike hescon Ilghis to mark the artis-
tic progress of *nation. It is a per-
formance worthi of study by the
younger generation of players who
aspire to interpret Shakespeare. Miss
Wilson still appears as Mr. Han-
ford's leading lady and In the char-
acter of Portia has opportunities  0 4 3
which will meet' with the _hearty ap- Batteries— Powell and Spencer;
proval of her many admirers. This is Karger and Marshall.
one of the plays in which Shakes-
peare presents a sprightly and ap-
proving study of fenenine characters. fiend can find work tlitough a wantMiss Wilson has given it an interpre-
ail.. tOietlier I hey are -skilled work-
ard portrayals of the modern stage 
tation which ranks among the stand-
IM•ll" are not.
r h po a
1 3 3 1
1 1 7 4
1 2 1 00 0 0
0 0 9 3 0
0 0 1 0 
10 2 12 3 1
0 0 0 3 0
0 0 3 3 0
0
0
01
Totals 44 3 9 36 17 2
•Ilatted for Overall in ninth.
••flatted for Tinker in ninth.
Score by innings:
R Z
Chi.. 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0-3 10 3 1
Det't..o o 0 0 0 o :10000-3 9 2 1
Betteries— Overall, Reulbach and'
Kling; Donovan and 
Schne lti
Summary—Hits, off Overall, 9 In 9
innings; sacrifice hits, O'Leary, Stein-
felcit, Evers: stolen basses. Slagle. 2;
Sheckard, Chance, Steinfeldt, Evers,
Howard, Jones, 2, Shafer, Roseman:
double plays, Evers and Tinker:
Schaefer and Roseman; left on bases,
Chicago 9, Detroit S; bases on balls.
off Overall 2, off Donovan 3: first
base an errors, Detroit 1; hit by
pitched ball, by Donovan 2, (Stein-
feldt and Sheckard); struck out by
Donovan 12. by Overall 5; Reulbach
;; passed ball, Schmidt.
Time—Two hours and thirty-six
minutes.
Umpires--O'llay and Sheridan.
St. Louis Americans Win,
St. Louis. Oct. 9.— The St. Louis
American league team defeated the
Nationals here in an exciting game.
The score: R 11 E
Americans 1 5 0
R aAinlmdemntasn3i otheromwr EiacinfhISING umldost astother:suffer, can be avoided by the use of
"MOWS Fned." This great remedy
is a God-send to women, carrying
them through their most critical
ordeal with safety and no pain.
No woman who uses 'Anther's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
also healthy, strong and
good natured. Our book
"Alotherhood," is worth
its weight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in plain FRiEN
envelope by addressing application to
Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta, Ga.
B EA
THEWS
Why
is
Your
Liver
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, In stretest confidence, telling all yeur
trouties, slid stating your Sc'. We will send you
nil.ADV ICY, in Omni sciit I ervehre„vid a vat-
wale si-eage Book cii ' 'I I silo 1 re,Enien! h.r ‘Vomen."
, Aearesa : Lattlea' Advisory Dept., Tin (maus-
olea's Mande, Co., Clasttantaiga. Tenn.
Languid Liver
Is a universal evil of all warm climates, and is common, in the hot
season, everywhere. Its effects are quickly felt, in that sleepy, drowsy,
tired feeling, headache, loss of appetite, constipation, sick stomach,
poor blood, pimples, sallow complexion-, nervousness, irritability, melan-
choly, etc.--all caused by the bilious acids acting on the blood, the
cure for which Is a quick cleaning-up of the system with
B THEDFORD'SLACK=DRAUCH
(Liver Medicine)
Absolutely no other remedy superior to this for all the common hot climate liverdiseases. For over Seventy (70) years, Its sale has steadily increased, until now It 3THE standard, vegetable, liver medicine. Its Merits may best be proved by its flock ofspurious imitations. Every druggist has been imposed upon by salesmen, and has oneor-more imitations in stock. Be sure YOU get the genuine. • Imitations are Injurious.Look for the name "Thedford" on the yellow wrapper, for if you get the genuine it willnever disappoint. Tr-, it.
At All Druggists 25c and $1.00
I The
 At 
Kentucky
Wednesday• October
9
Ernest Harrington Offers
THE VENDETTA
A Hisforical Story of Italy.
Beatrice Harrington and F. M.
shall, supported by a strong
A Play of the People
Seats On sale Tucselay.
Prices: 25c, 35e and 500
'
Cogge-
cast.
I
A Romantic Drama by
Marie Cotelli.
Thursday
Arthur C. Aiston Presents
Jane Corcoran
October
As Norah in
1
A Doll's HouAe
For the first time this capable and
-- attractive actress will be seen in Pa
A drama by the world's ducal, in a play worthy of her ability
greatest playwright, Seats on Sale Wednesday.
'Ibsen." Prices 23c to $1.50.
Friday
Chas. E. Blaney brings you
Young Buffalo
King of the Wild West
October
1 1
Cow B o y
Band
Tribe of Sioux
Indians
Grand Street
P•rad•
A Chas. E. Blaney pro- Seats en sale
duetion. One of the Thursday.
best western plays On Prices-25c, 3:
the stage. 50c, 75c.
I
Saturday
Engagement of the Eminent Actorii MR. CHAS. B.
A N F 0-R 
D
October In a notable revival of two
great phis s
Matinee, The Merchant of Venice
Night, Anthony and Cleopatra
Elaborate scenic effects. A sp.
&illy selected cast of players. A
chorus and ballet of unusual attrae
tiveness.
Seats on sale Friday.
Prices, night-25c to $1.50.
Matinee-12 rows orchestra $1.00,
Matinee and night. A balance 'orchestra 75c, entire bal- .i
cony 50e.
day of Shakespeare. Special matinee price to school
Curtain at S:15 p. ni- children, orchestra 50e, balcony 25e.
MAHARA'SMonday
October Greater Minstrels
1
Years of SuccessI420
Musical, comedy. vaudeville,I, min-
strelsy, grand first part of big musi-
cal singing number.
6—Great End Men-612 good looking girls that
sing beautiful olio of SIngers, Jokers, Dancers.
strong vaudeville stunts, BAND AND ORCHESTRA
aa
See Street Puede at has. Prices-75c, 50c, 35,„ 25e.
-
Special Insurance.
If you had a fine voice, or a nimble
pair of feet, or a dexterous, fine-train-
ed hand and you made big money out
of it, wouldn't you Insure the precious
money-making part of your body?
Now,there's Ktibelik, the wonderful
violin virtuoso, lie pays premium; on
a *50,000 policy for his magical right
hand, the hand that extracts such
melody from his aged Strad.
Paderewski, the long-haired master
of the piano, has his wonderful hands
insured for $45,000, and in case he
Injured either could manage to eke
out a scanty existence until the bones
Corolus Duran, the great French
painter, has his eyes insured for $30,-
000. Should he lose his eight and no
longer be able to assemble wonderful.
colors, the money will help some.
La Belle Otero, the Spanish dancer,
has her money-making ankles insured
for $80,000 each. And each toe upon •
her little feet is insured for $15,000.
Mme. L:na Cavalieri, most beauti-
ful of European women, carries a ,
policy for $0,000 Ippon her throat. i
from which comes the melody that
enraptures thoulands.—Exchange.
Headache!. and Neuralgia From Colds
LAXATIVE FiROMO Quinine, Ora
world wide Cold and Grip remedy re-
moves cause. Call for full name.
Lock for signature E. W. Gro4, 35c.
Subscribe for The Sums
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable. ::
AMERICAN=6FR1AN NATIONAL BANK
a
6
telesse--
•
a
I'
•
,
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rilE PADUCAH RVENINtl GUN.
COAFIUMED PltOOE.
Residents of Paducah Cannot Doubt
What Has Been Twice Proved.
In gratitude for complete relief
from aches and pains of bad backs--
from distressing kidney ills— thous-
ands have publicly recommended
Doan's Kidney Pills. Residents of Lfort
Paducah, who so testified years agO,
now say their cures were permanent.
This testimony doubly proves the
worth of Doan's Kidney Pills to Pa-
ducah kidney sufferers.
J. A. Houser, 809 Tennes5ce ave-
nue, Paducah. Ky., says: "When I
gave a statement fcs pufilicatian In
the year 1900 telling of the great ben-
efit I had received through the use
of Doan's Kidney Pills which I had
procured at Du Bois, Son & Co.'s drug
'tore, It was absolutely true as I had
been a sufferer from backache and
kidney trouble all my life, and they
greatly relieved me. Now after a lapse
of almost seven years I am very glad
to confirm that statement and to
again recommend Doan's Kidney
Pills to all kidney sufferers as a
quick and reliable remedy."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 give the Republican uominee for gov-
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., BuffaloSernor such a rousing reception that
New York, role agents for the United it would go down in the annals of
States, the section, became aimarent to the
Remember the name— Dean's — local repreeentatives of the little
and take no other. Frankfort ring, and they at once be-
gan to get busy.
First they wrote to Democratic
headquarters to send along all the
Hager photographs on tap. Then
they asked for a Speaker. In both
they were accommodated.
Then they engaged the court house'
which will hold comfortably about
20o people, it being the best they
could do, as the Repablican managtre
had reserved the opera house for Mr*
Willson.
Sunday they busied themselves
in tacking the reproductions of the
handsome features of the Democratic
candidate all over the town until
not a tree or fence escaped the adorn-
ment. That night the zealous ma-
Chine representatives purchased some
boxes of blue crayon, and placed
them in the hands of a dosen boys,
His Dear Old Nlother, with instructions to decorate. And
"My dear old mother, who Is now the boys did their work well.
83 years old, thrives on Electric Bit- Early next morning the people of
tars." writes W. B. Brunson, of Dub- Harrodsburg were treated to the
lin, Ga. "She has taken them for novel spectacle of hundreds of in-
about two years and enjoys an excel- scriptions, "Vote for Hager for got or-
lent appetite, feels strong and sleeps nor," in artistic scrolls, which cover-
well." That's the way Electric Bit- ed the sidewalks of the town. It was
ters affect the aged, and the same hap_ noticeable that this decoration of the
py results follow in all cases of fe- sidewalks was In blue chalk.- Per-
male weakness and general debility, haps it was indicative of their idea
Weak. puny children too, are greatly!of what Br. Hagerat mind will be the
day after election.
Name is Obliterated.
A beneficent providence, however.
interfered with the plans of the side-
walk decoration, for it rained— atd
how it rained. Suffice to ray that the
name of Hager was as completely ob-
literated by the downfall as it will be114 always win:ailing to sell you some.
on the election day by votee,thing just as good to not working for Profiting by the example of a cer-your interest, but for the extra profit tam Mr. Newman at Winchester, the
he hopes to sake. 
local machine reptesentatives set the
'A. E. WILLSON TOOK
THE CROWD AWAY
to Break up His Meeting
Failed Utterly
slimm-mis cam, to Rescue and oblit-
erated Hager's Lineament. 111
Harrodsburg.
1.t/i4ES,SPEAKER
A. T. Stewares Way.
Alexander T. Stewart was the first
"merchant prince." Today we have
any number of merchant princes, even
kings, and if Stewart were alive he
aould find very lively competition.
But he had some rules that might be
copied by the merchants who have In
i;oille directions followed him. One of
his lutes was this: "Never praise
an article; ask the customer what is
desired, and if you have it offer it
without comment; name the price;
It the customer is not pleased allow
him or her to depart and make no
commept; the article must stand on
Its_ own merits. It is the customer's
privilege to buy or to decline to buy."
--- New York Press.
strengthened by them. Guaranteed
also for stomach, liver and kidney
troubles, by all druggists. 50c.
A sabatiteste la newer as good as
'the original--therefore, ittsLit on get-
Ong what you ask for. A dealer who
OPPOSITION
Harrodsburg, Ky., Oct. 9.—lint
it funny how the name Willson makse
the Democratic machine turn somer-
saults and perform other circus tricks
when he comes to town?
About a week ago the fact that liar
rodsburg and Mercer county would
You can use your gas stove
all winter if you heat your
kitchen with our new *. .°
I COKE HEATER 1ATTACHMENT
me'
Can be attached to any
stove. Call at 406 Broadway
and let us show you one.
T he=---
Paducah Light fc Power Co.
After Once Tasting
'not
no one wants an old-fash-
ioned cod liver oil prepara-
tion or emulsion, because
Vinol is a much better body-
builder and stfength creator
for old people, weak children,
and for coughs, colds, bron-
chitis, etc. If it does no good
we will return your money.
W. B. MePHERSON, Druggist,
Paducah, Ky.
-
time for the address of their sPeake.
W. B. Smith, of Lexington, for the
morning hours, but singularly enoii,4!)
precisely the same thing that hue
Polled at Winchester happened here
this morning.
The Democratic speaker was in the
midst of an entertaining presentation
of what he had to say, to an audience
of about 204, people in the court
house when Mr. Willson drove by In
an open Victoria on the way from the
railroad station to the hotel. Uome
one standing in the door of the court
house espied him and shouted "There
goes Willson."
It was enough for the crowd. Mr.
Smith's audience suddenly became
fired with Willson enthusiasm and
bolted In the direction of the rapitil),
moving carriage containing the Re-
publican leader. And Mr. Smith wae
left with an empty house.
Hard Times In Kansas.
The old days of grasshoppers and
drouth are almost forgotten in the
prosperous Kansas of teda: although
a citizen of Codell, Earl Shamburg,
has not yet forgotten a hard time ho
encountered, lie says: "I was worn
out and discouraged by coughing
night and day, and could find no re-
lief till I tieed Dr. King's New Dis-
covery. It took leas than one bottle
to completely cure me." The safiet
and most reliable cough and cod
remedy and lung and throat healer
ever discovered. Guaranteed by all
druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial,bottle
free.
ATTEMPT TO PURCHASE
REGISTRATION CERTWICATES
A Penitentiary (Wfense—Roth Pur-
chaser and Seller Guilty.
Subeection IL, of section 1553 of
the Kentucky statutes provides, that
"Any person or persons, who shall
attempt to prevent, or prevent. any
voter from casting his ballot, shall
he deemed guilty of a felony, and
upon conviction, be confined in the
penitentiary for a period of years, or
not less than one nor more than fist,
,)ears for each offence."
Section 1591, of the Kentucky
person guilty of receiving a bribe for
Hs vote at an election, shall be fined
from fifty to five hundred dollars and
be excluded from office and suffrage."
And subsection .1 of said section reads
that "whoever shall receive money or
other thing of value to be used for
the purpose of procuring or influenc-
ing a vote or votes shall be deemed
to have been bribed."
Every attempt to purchase a reg-
istration certificate is an ettempt to
trevent a voter from casting his bal-
lot, and renders the -offender liable
to the penitentiary penalty. And
every voter seho receives money or
other thing of value for his registra-
tion certificate, does so for the pur-
pose of influencing his vote, is guilty
of being bribed, and is liable to the
Penalty fixed by the law.
Section 1591, o fthe Kentucky
statutes further provides:—"That
this chapter shall be liberally con-
strued, so as to prevent any evasions
of its_prohibitions and penalties by
shift or device." And further re-
quires, that violations of these laws
shall be "given apecially in charge to,
the grand jury of every county first
convened after any general election."
The executive committee of She Re
public.an party in Paducah have in-
formation that attempts have been
made to purchase registration Cer-
tificates In this election,ctid ree pre-
paring the evidence necessary to con-
vim the offenders on warrants to
be taken out before the committing
magistrates of the city.
The less competent a man is the
harder it seems to he for him to ad
mit the truth.
After t h e Children
Start Back to School
Leok out for the ()id trouble
with vermin in their beads.
Children can't avoid It. They
are compelled to daily come in
contact with those Infected, and
vermin spread with alarming
rapidity.
Anyone is liable at any time
when traveling or in any strange
place to become Infected, and
the only safe way to be is to
have on hand, ready for any
emergency, Footle
REXAU. LARKSPUR LOTION
It is the cleanest, most conven-
ient, practical and effective
remedy for destroying head lice
and vermin about the body. It
Is a clean, clear llquld—nothing
greasy or Mly about it and has
none of the objectionable fea-
tures of the ointments usually
used- A good sized bottle, suit-
cient for family use, sells for 25c.
McPHERSON'S
The R.tizall Store.
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WA
-this fuel-saving Buck's
base-burner sent to your
home on approval
the greatest stove sale the city has ever seen is coming to a close,  avail
yourself of this opportunity before it is too late. --a Buck's fue1-saving base-
burner or a hotblast heater— or steel range—or a
your home for a thorough approval test.
today.
F.V.WIP•wrst
tZlIZ:1414,31
illaier•eoreset #
.2141 or AI • will,*
•••.
II$Mile_ieft
;. $••'4:" ' f4 ,'
—our display of Davenports is
something out of the ordinary.
—this week, as a special, we
offer the regular
32 1-2 for only
a week pays for any rug,
$1100 bed or desk in our attractive
stock.
cook stove--put up in
let us tell you all about this offer
.$
—here you are, nice and up-
to-date; an extra large assort-
ment, special inducements on
the entire line. —see $15what you can get for
0
• Si:: 016 L? FP V41 Ig no
—we carry an elegant line of
China and Queensware. —all
one hundred piece acts offered
at big reduction all this
week.
$1.00 stove orkparaysnfOrseaunty 013nueakp'sge 
prove'.
!TARTE CASE,
TAKES NEW TURN WHEN. HI'S-
- BAND PRESENTS herfElt.
C
Produces Proof That Fills,. Testi y
Wes ‘111111Yeeti Hy His Wife in
Et.tter Court.
Pittsburg. Pa . Oct. 9.—Just on the
eve of the handing down of a decision
by the superior court in the divorce
suit of Augustus Hartje against his
wife, Mary Scott Hartje. sensational
evidence was filed in Philadelphia on
Saturday with the superior court by
Hartje which caused the superior
court judges to hold back the decis-
ion.
It is understood that the entire
court agreed in the finding and that
It Upheld the lower court, which re-
fused to grant a divorce to Hartje.
The new evidence, however, may re-
sult in an entirely new decision and
cause the superior court at least to
grant a new trial to the milionaire
paper manufacturer.
The new evidence ()coolish; mainly
of letters alleged to have been written
by Mrs. Hartje's two tasters, Helen
and Ida, to Howard Lappe, to whom
Ida was egaged to be married, and
with whom she eloped to Youngstown
only to be brought back hy her father
before the ceremony Was perfornied.
It is alleged by Hartle that he pur-
--hased these letters from Lappe,
.vhose attentions to Bias Ida . have
ceae,d.
There is also a sensational letter
alkyd to have been written to TOM
-.—Madine, the coachman, by Mrs I
Hartje, in which are startling state
menta regarding the illneas of Hartje
which leads to the belief that an at
tempt was made to poison him. 13-u!
probably the most sensational of th•
evidence is contained in alleged let-
ters from Ida and Helen Scott, in
which it appears they actually formed
a scheme to blackmail their own fath-
er. compelling him to give them mon-
ey, or they would refuse to testify for
their sister, and testify, instead, for
liartje, thus "telling the truth," as
the letters intimate.
Out of Sight.
"Out of sight, out of mind." is an
old saying which applies with special
force to a sore, burn or wound that's
been treated with Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It's out of sight, out of mind
and out of existence. Piles too and
chilblains disappear under its healing
Influence. Guaranteed by all druggists
25c.
Han Away Front Home,
Louis Scott, 15 years old, ran away
from Louisville with another boy
"Babe" Shaw, because Shaw promised
to bay him a pair of shoes. This is
the story told by the former when sir
rested this morning at 2 o'clock fe ,
loitering about the Illinois Central
passenger station in wait for a
freight train to take him to St Louh-
His companion managed to elude tb.
police, and is still at large. Roil.
left -Louisville several days ago, nee'
have been riding freight trains. Th,
Scott boy's father Is dead, and lo
stated that he would return home t,
his mother If the police would
It" with the tIonductors. He is beine
held,
Courtship it the first step and Inv
rifilOny it the refit of the flight.
HAGER DARE NOT
NI ME SPLEC17 IN lAWISVILLE HE
HAS BEEN MAKING.
His Repudiation of Tyler in Principal
City Would Ile Valle
Interesting.
ilarrodsburg, Oct. 9 In his
speech here yesterday before a large
crowd. Mr. Willson made a ten-strike
when he challenged Auditor Hager:
Iii order to test the sincerity of his
professions of temperance and Sun-
day 'closing, to go to Louisville and
make the same speech there where
Mr. Tyler is a candidate for mayor.
that he Is making out In the oui:trv
ills speech was along, the lines which
he has followed dtrring his campaign
and during its course he was liberal-
ly applauded.
A Crintinal Attack
on an inoffensive citizen is frequent-
ly made in that apparently use:ess
little tube called the "appendix." It's
generally the reetilt of protracteo
constipation, following liver torpor.
Dr. King's New Life Pills regulate the
liver, prevent appendicitis, and es-
tablish 'regular habits of the bowels.
25c.
First (a-anberrit.* Arrive.
The first cranberriee of the season
were on the market this morn tug and
-found ready sale at ten cents a box.
The cranberry crop is reported good
this year and extremely high prices
are not expected.
If a girl Is willing to marry sho
to•fl ?ivr noppier
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Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The CiatrIer-Journal Louisville Times
The Commercial-Appeal St Louis Republic
The Recent Herald Chicagi) Examiner
The tfl,ht'.It Chicago Tribune
Pehl -11 Nashville American
The News-Scimitar Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-Chronicle ChiOage Daily News
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INCORPORATED
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12. I. PAXTON, General iaanager,
littered at the postoffies at Padensh.
Kr.. as second class matter.
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THE DAILY IRTN
Or carrier, per week  .10
By mall, per month in advance  .26
HT a3i. t,r year, in advanc• 82.10
THE EEKLT SUN
Per yistr, by mail postage paid 11.110
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.
Moo, 111 South Third. Phone 861
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
York. representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:
R. D. Clements & CS.
Van Colin Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
4eptember-1907,
2 ",' 16 
2 3908 17 
4 3874 18 
6 2se0 19 
f.  3s99 20 
7 3912 21 
9 3913 23 
8902 ;4 
11 2895 25 
2905 26 
13 3937 27 
14 3932 2e 
30 
Total  97,548
Average for September, 1907..3.902
Average for September, 1906...3,939
Personaey appeared before me, this
October I, 1907, R. D. MacMillen,
business manager of The Sun. who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of September, 1907, is true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR, Notate-- Putelc.
My commission expires January 12,
1908.
:amortant office-- ime a good man and
the other bad. The aforesaid r. p
citizen desire, to participate In that
primary and support the good man
for office, because he believes it is the
first duty of a citizen .to see that good
men are nominated by btu part, and
the seeond duty of a citizen to see
that the best men are elected to of-
lice. He votes at the primary, but
the bad man, a very bad man, is nom-
inated, to oppose an extellent man
for the office.
Now, the question is up to the r p
citizeta. There is no doubt as to his
duty as a citizen of the United Slats*
--he must vote for the best man for
office. But his party leaders tell him
he is in honor bound to support the
nominee of that primary, although
that nominee may have won by the
purchase of votes, or by the rankest
fraud. Must he then support for of-
fice a man, whom he knows to be nn-
et and corrupt, and fasten on his own
government a system of corruption
that will grow to curse his own chil-
dren, and impose on his neighbors
and fellow citizens a bad official,
simply because he participated in a
primary for the very purpose of pre-
senting that bad man from securing
the nomination?
Everybody can see what the result
must inevitably be. Men, who can-
not conscientiously support bad men
3910 for office must refrain from partici-
3895 pating in the primary, thus permitting
3893 the worse element to have absolute
305 control of the party; or else, having
3905'soted at the primary, they must re-
3898 train from voting at the election,
3900
thus indirectly aiding the worse ele
3907 
02.isient by not opposing it
39
3900 Sometimes In a three-cornered race
3900 the primary nominee receives less
esee than half the votes cast, and yet
3880 those who go to the primary for the
express purpose of voting against
him, are compelled by the pernicious
doctrine of primary obligation to sup-
port him. Such belief is urged by the
politicians, who see in it an oppor-
tunity to control the nominations, and
at the same time bind the decent vot-
ers be an imaginary obligation.
'Is a primary always fair?
Let us see what our esteemed fel-
low citizen, Hon. John K. Hendrick
said about the Democratic primary in
Kentucky in his famous NicholasvIlle
speech:
"Governor Beckham says that it Is
impossible to put through a slate In
a primary electiop. Everybody
thought until it happened that it was
also impossible for a committee to
abolish the party convention that cre-
ated it, but the governor's committee
has not only accomplished that feat,
but have perpetuated themselves in
office for a year longer than they
were elected, and the good Lord only
knows how much longer they propose
to hold their committee places if the
usurpation is tolerated by the people.
If the governor's committee can deny
the party that created it the right to
hold a convention and adopt a plat-
form, and likewise perpetuate them-
selves in office, why may they not put
the people take hold of the matter
the people tack hold of the matter
and protect themselves!
"The committee for the first time
in the history of the Democratic
part. created a money standard of
qualification, and for the first time
within the history of the party has
said to the aspiring young .men of
Kentucky that they need not apply for
official preferment unless they can
afford the price."
Daily Thought.
Some humans are labeled "con-
tented" when "lost ambition" is
meant—Success Magazine.
_ _es
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Louisville.
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
Sox. of Mason county.
For Attorney eral—James
Breathitt, of ChrisSian c ty.
For Auditor—Frenk P. J so, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
irtruction—J S. Crabbe, of Boyd
ROU n ty.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
—N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Leglelature--George 0. MC-
Broom.
Mayor  James P Smith
City Attorney .., . Arthur Y. Martin One way to avert the danger to
City Treasurer  John J. Dorian surrounding property in loading the
City Clerk  George Lehnhard oil tanks of the Standard Oil corn-
City Jailer  George Andrecht
City Tax Assesior....Harlan Griffith
•Idermen—T. C. Leech Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C
H. Chamblin, W. T. Millers.
Councilmen— Second ward. A. Z.
Young; Third ward. C. L. Van Me-
ter: Fourth ward, F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, Frank Mayer; Sixth
ward, W. L Bower.
School Trustees—First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills-,
Third ward, If. S. Wells and
J. IT. Garrtson; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly;
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris.
One good term deserves another
Is the .motto of ('ol. John J. Dorian
It is a saving of thousands of dollars
to a city to retain a liecal officer, ac-
pany, is to compel the removal of
those tanks outside the city, as is
done elsewhere.
There should be no obstruction of-
fered to the constructing that inter-
urban road between Paducah and
Mayfield.
When those Woodmen retire' Padu-
cah October 15, they will find consid-
erable log rolling already going on
among the politiviatis:
THE SCHOOLS
Nothing pleases us more than to
see the sudden interest taken in the
welfare of the public school teeour
Democratic contemporary, especially
since its party nominees are not
bound by any platform or any sort of
obligation. In this connection•we des
sire to call attention once more to
,quaint with the details and best the Republican state platform:e.1)
method. f office. The same may he -We demand that the public
said of rge Lehnhard, who, as city ;schools of the state shall he taken
license inspector, has become thor :and kept entirely out of politics, and
oughly familiar with the duties or that the infereSts arsd welfare of the
the clerk's office. Naturally, as a lchildren shall have first consideration
zealous official in enforcing license in all public school matters.
collections, Mr. Isehnhere has made} "We call for better schools and
some enemies. but this fact should 'Reboot houses, for longer school terms
in the country and better pay for therally to his support citizens, who ate
predate devotion to duty.
If the Louisville Times' estimate of
6.1c00 in the crowd that zrected the
Bryan special here ye:0..1.day, is a
fair test of the accuracy of Its crowd-
°meter, we may fairly judge of the
size of the crowds that greeted the
special elsewhere.
The Sidney. Nova Scotia, wireless
station picked up a menage from
Manila, 12,0010 miles away. Sdme day
special stumping trains, like the one
, here yesterday, will be equipped with
apparatus, keyed to harmonize with
instruments in the newspaper office,*
sie.a 
the"- 
ed speeches will be tick off RP
t eit re
A PERNICIOUS Dorn-mut -
Let us suppose a respectable. patri-
otic citizen belongs to a certain po-
litical party and that party holds a
primary nomination. There are two
Candidates for the nomination for an
ote
•
•
teaohars, and that elections for school
trustees be had on different days •
from other elections."
Mr. Bryan obeyed the instructions •
of his Kentucky sponsors and kept •
still about free silver and govern-
ment ownership of railroads.
 a'  •
After mentioning Bryan's see
four days in succession, after thee 4.
news features of it had been spent. •
and giving him a big, black three line
head, conspicuously displayed on the
front page Monday. The Sun feels ste •
perlor to the malicious criticisms of.
its jealous contemporary, Most of the
people, who attended the Bryan meet-
in yesterday read of his coming In
The Sun.
IN TI COURTS 
DEMOCRATIC PAPER
E tr
Rakes
Police Court.
Three continuances and one bond
forfeiture comprised the business ID
police court today.
Alex Yeltema, forfeited his bond
for breach of the peace, by failure to
appear.
Cases continued: Jessie Wilson, col
tired, breach of peace: Gus Torian
colored, seduction: Charles Lee, col-
ored, robbery.
In Circuit Court.
M. H. Wiekel against S. Wallace
Weil and Mrs. Jettie Weil, fo.
$540.55 aaeged to be due for con-
tracting workeione on buileings be-
longing to the defendants, and locat-
ed on the north side of Broadway be-
tween First and Second streets.
Edward Bridges, under the firm
name of Thomas Bridges Sons,
gienst Charles M. Leake, for $56.30,
an estimate on street improvements
In front of defendant's property On
Kentucky avenue between First anti
Ninth streets.
Paducah Distilleries company
against the Nashville, Chattanooga k
St. Louis for $240, the value of 10
drums of "Ginola" shipped to Jack-
sonville, Fla.,and which are alleged
to have been lost by the defendant.
Charles against Minnie Majors for
divorce on grounds of abandonment.
They married in 1901 and separated
.n 1903.
Bettie against Robert Fondaw for
divorce on grounds of abandonment.
They married in I 592.
Deeds
J E. Nance and others to R. D.
Russell property in the county, $420.
Marriage Licenses.
Lon Icenoge to Annie Curry.
C. A. Frieze to Isabel Swiger.
G. H. Hill to Fannie M. Bearficle.
R. J. Conrad to Laura Ogbon, col-
ored.
BEA' Ti .1ND WHISKY.
Wealthy IndianapoliS Woman Dies of
Alcoholism.
— —
Chicago, Oct. 9.--Anna Manata.
30 years old, said to be a member of
a wealthy family of Indianapolis,
Ind., died suddenly under mysterious
circumstances at St. Bernard's hos-
pital yesterday. Efforts on the part
of the police. to obtain information
were repulsed by the hospital author-
ities.
A man who saal he was the wom-
an's brother-Its-law, arrived shortly
after her death and made arrange-
ments for her funeral. He then dis-
appeared suddenly. The body was
shipped to Indiana last night.
The only definite information the
police were able to obtain was froni
the records of the coroner's inquest
at which a verdict of "death from al-
coholism" was returned. Miss Man-
ata was said to be a woman of great
beauty and evident culture.
Go To School or Farm.
Albert Holt, 14 year old, son of E.
E. Holt, Illinois Central watchman at
the Sixth and Campbell street freight
house, was dismissed by County
Judge R. T. Lightfoot this morning
on probation. If he does not go to.
school regularly, and report to Judge
Lightfoot each Monday with a cer-
tificate of attendance from his teeth
er, he will be taken to the reform
school. He has not been going to
school, and is charged with fighting.
—.1 few dollars in purse, n little
preliminary ad, reading, and a two-I Beckham and Hager are expecting to
hour shopping trip make A pleasunt put them in power and give one six
and popular continisatkm nonadaysi. and the other four years more at the
public crib.
This is the machine which 'started
out to build a state capitol for eight
hundred thousand dollars and asked
the legislature for two millions be-
the Machine and Its
Engineers Fore
and Aft.
Can the Leopard Change Its
Spots?
al'imla.4Vglift.41""\wala-"Ifts.4st
During the Democratic primary for
senator and governor last year, the
Mayfield Monitor, a staunch Democrat-
ic paper, wrote the following strong
indictment of the Democratic machine
in Kentucky. The fact iikt Messrs.
-Hager and Beckham won in that pre.
Diary does not change the force nor
the truthfulness of the charges made
by the Monitor. If 'they were true"
then, they are now. We submit the
Monitor's article to the voters of the
state that they may know what a Dem-
ocratic editor in the "Gibraltar of
Democracy" thinks of the Democratic
machine and its engineers, Messrs.
Beckham and Hager. And bear in
mind that these charges were not
made by a Republican and that a few
months has not in the least changed
the leopard's spots:
What the Fight Is.
The present campaign is not merely
a fight between the 'ins" and "outs,"
as the machine organs would have the
people believe.
It is a fight Of the people to dislodge
the Frankfurt machine, a well organ-
ized lot of politicians, banded togeth-
er for the purpose of controlling all
the offices of the state and tilling
their capacious pockets from the state
treasury.
And it Is a fight that is of much
greater import to the people than they
can at present realize because ma-
chine polities in Kentucky, as applied
to the state, is comparatively a re-
cent thing, and it is hard for the. peo-
ple to understand its many evils and
the great danger attending is perpet-
uation.
Machtneism represents all that is
had in politics. It is practical politics
gone to seed. The greatest graft le
the smallest number is the motto of
the machtae politician. Statesman-
ship and patriotism are completely
eliminated from his creed. The peo-
ple are all "dumb-driven cattle" to
him, possessing neither private nor
political rights which he is bound to
respect, and beyond the means they
afford for gratifying his greed for
graft and lust for power excite no in-
terest in his unconscionable soul.
The Frankfort machitie is modern
In every respect. The most up to
date appliances for extracting money
from the p emle's pockets and fooling
them into the belief that they are be
log robbed for their own good are
employed. Scientific experts, who
know all the ins and out of machine
politics, are in charge and nothinz
that will berm steckles into the hand;
of the machine or increase its power
for perpetuation is betng neglected.
This is .the machine which Beck-
ham. Hager & Co. built, and for which
they are asking a new lease of life.
It has already cost the state untold
thousands in extravagance and mis-
feasance, and what it has cost is a
mere bagatelle to what it will cost
if continued in power.
This is the machine which the peo-
ple are fighting and which they would
sweep from the fare of the earth if
they could realize half of its rotten-
ness.
This is the machine which Messrs.
• • fore the foundation was completed.
i
This is the machine that paid $60,-
009 for capitol plans when they were
offered plans by a reputable architect
• for $16,000 and this same architect
I offered to give a bond to build the cap-
itol for $825,000.
This is the machine that paid $24,-
• 000 for prinerig, when under thee,
,contract it should not have cost $4,-
000: and a another time gave away
312.000 or $13,000 in the same manner.
• This is the same machine that paid*
1
$124,000 for extra attorney's fees to
their pets In three years.
EXCLUSIVE STYLES IN
YOUNG MEN'S WITS.
wEDNEsavv, orr onrn n.
Loom/ cYaillbN Woe
MAL* IN NEM VO*IC
• n.•''
WE DELIVER THE GOODS
How do you like it when you go a store,
that advertises up-to-dale Clothes, latest
this, that and the other, ard you find "they
haven't got 'cm?"
Men frequently tell us they have made
the rounds of four or five stores and have
had just this experience.
When they get around to us they find
what they are looking for and quickly say:
“THAT'S WHAT I WANT!"
Our Clothes are the best in the World! That's
saying a good deal, isn't it But the facts warrant
the assertion. The World's Best Makers make them.
If examined critically, Our Clothes are found to
exhibit
All the Niceties Known to the Tailoring Art
Let any man "with eyes in his head" look carefully at one
of our Suits or Overcoats and then go to other stores and
see theirs.
The Clothing Store That Carries the
"UNION. STORE CARD"
323
Broadway
DESBERGER'S ERGRALEA
-
323
Broadway
other state offices to send out cam-
puign literature for Messrs. Beckham
and Hager while they are being paid
for their services by the state.
This is the machine that , created
new offices and increased the salaries
of old ones to the extent of $50,000
per year.
This is the machine that killed sen-
ate bill, No. 26. which was intended to
payepirties who were summoned for
Jere service and not use] for the NHS
of time, becausedit would leave about
$10.000 a year in the people's pockets
and thus deprive the machine of the
use of this amount.
This is the machine that levied the
tax of $1 on the poor man's dog that
they might have more-of the people's
mono to handle.
Thl's is the machine that created the
board 'of control that is now. paying
extravagant prices for suppliee for the
charitable institutions. thus enriching
their friends at the expense of the
state.
This is the machine that created the
office of fire commissioner for Mott
Ayres at a salary of $3,500 per year,
and the office of assistant fire commis-
sioner to provide a soft place for
Beckham Triplett. the governor's ne-
phew. at about $2,000 per year: and
the said Mott Ayres has moved his
office from Frankfort to Louisville.
where he is conducting Mr. Hager's
campain, while being paid by the
state to do nothing.
This is the-, machine that doubled
the number of guards at the prisons
while the increase in prisoners was
not ever ten per cent.
This is the machine that provided
fat offices for all the members of the
last legislature who voted for their
measures of graft and plunder.
Thls Is the machine which gave the
senator from Graves county- a soft
job as manager of the Confederate
Soldiers' Home at Powee Valley at a
Matchless Workmanship.
Most diseases or of spinal origin.
That is a characteristic generaliza-
tion of Osteopathy in a nutshell, and
is a contention that has never been
disproved.
The Osteopathic diagnosis, and
treatment are new and original, ond
its precentage of cures have attracted
wide attention. This is history that
cannot be successfully challenged.
n
This is the machine that lowered 
We apply in a nw way and with
0
• the rate of taxation 2% cents on the 
new force, old principles that are a
hundred and raised the value of prop-
part of the recognized, but theoretical
erty 25 per cent, making the tax much 
'teachings of every school of practice
higher than before, but in an 
unsystematic form.
This is the machine that has taxed You cannot study the anatomy of
everything in sight_ and levied back the spinal column without marveling
taxes that It might have money to that it so seldom gets out of order.
meet its wasteful and extravagant see is the most matchless piece of
practices. iworkmanship In all mechanics, and
This is the machine that put the the wonder is that it should, some-
charitable Institutions In the hands of times, from the way is is abused, do
You young men are looking
for clothes just a'little more
swagger and exclusive than
the average man wears, are
you not7
The new store in its two sea
sons haft sold more clothes of
this character than any one
else, Done so, because it
shows a character of clothes
never before offered you:
clothes of individuality and
exclusiveness.
Percy Italy, a Frankfort politician, its work at all.
who learned statesmanship in his f By all laws of physics, the spine isfather's saloon, liable at any moment to get out of or-
This is the machine under whose der. It is subject to slips, wrenches,
management brutalities have been pressures, deadlocks, sprains, contras
Practiced at the Lexington asylum lions and vongetitions—any one of
that ,have resulted in the death of one
patient and perhaps more.
This is the machine that comes up
and whitewashes all such deviltry.
for fear it might hurt the administra-
tion nd gel some of its pets in prison, explain to you why and how Osteo-
pathy is achieving such a wonderful
women attcniants In the aseltOn
This is the machine that makes poor
y success In curing all kinds of chronic
part of their $20 per :nonth salary to and acute Illness, and I shall take
great pleasure in doing so.teovertIor Beckham's campaign ex.
* penses. Just now eou neer have R touch Of
, isuly the attendants. clerks and gentile at dueahans Are heir. If so, "list me tellC &cal This. Is the machine that 
makes all the Fall ailment, to which we l'ae
415 se 41 t BROADWAY 
the charitable institutions contribute youlhow easily, how quickly surb all -
sorry thet I wasn't out myself. Miss . to the campaign expenses of the ma metes yield to the Osteopethis Treat-
Knox— Yes; the day Is so fine that 'OMITTEPS TO MC; AND B.)Y3 chine candidates, or lose their jobs. ,Ment.
really hoped I wouldn't find you at This is the machine that uses the Dr. G. B. Froagge, 518 Broadway.
home!—Harper's Bazar. • gigs.,„.4r,"%,..ggeftigb__Assegiphws clerks in the auditor's °Mee and all Phone 140e-1
Mfrs Cutting---It's such a lovely' 
(day that when you came In I felt
This fall The Spartan 3 is
our novelty for you. It is the
newest and handsomest crea-
tion of the year.
Dregs In to see it.
which require only en intelligent en-
gineereo adjust, to relieve and cure
The Osteopath is that engineer. ,
In just a few moments I can easily
salary of 11.800 per year and living
expenses for himself and family. be-
cause he betrayed his constituents and
voted for its candidate for United
States senator against Jo. Blackburn.
This Is the machine that pays the
editor of tee Lyon County Herald $75
per month to sit in an office at the
leddyville prison and edit two papers
defending Messrs. Beckham and Hager
in their extravagances and misman-
agement of state affairs.
This is the machine that buys up
papers that fought them In the cans-
paIgn three years ago.. and makes
them present the sorry spectacle of
having sold their birthright of honor
and manhood for a mess of pottage.
This is the machine which Messrs.
Beckham and Hager and Percy Halt
and Mott Ayres and all the variour
sized satenites are asking the people
to endoree.
And this is the machine which the
people Wend to snow under "deep
and strong" at the primary next
month.—Mayfield Monitor.
EASY GAITED HORSES BANNED
War Department Prescribes Trotters
Only for Officers in Test.
Washington, Oct. 9.—Tomorrow is
the day set for the trial in which six-
ty officers of high rank, by order of
'he war department, will demonstrate
whether they can ride fiften miles
across the country without falling
from their horses.
—If ..ome of your problems are en-The war department. learning of
trusted to want advegieling you maythe heavy demand on the livery sta-
Aver ase soundly as though they uerebles for easy-going horses, issued a
new order signed by Colonel Heart e4)ITed• 
P. McCain.
"Each officer,- writes McCain, "pre
senting a horse not provided by the
government will be questioned as to
its ownership and if the rider cannot
say that he actually owns the horse
a government horse will be provided
for his use. No pacing, racking or
single-footed horses will be allowed
in the column, and any officer found
riding a horse with any of the easy
gaits specified will be required imme
diately to fall out of column and to
take the test on the day following
mounted on a horse with a good
square, unequivocal trot."
11. P. MORGAN'S PLAN IS BEATEN.
Resolution in }:plscopal Convention
Meet-tett After Bitter tweets...
Richmond, Va., Oct. 9.—The bec-
loud week of the triennal convention
;of the Protestant Episcopal church
!̀ commenced today. The resolittion
'introduced by J. Pierpont Morgan to
reduce the lay and clerical represent-
atives of the various dioceses in the
house of deputies was, after a hitter
debate, rejected. The eestern New
York delegation, of which Mr. Mor-
gan is a member, voted against the
resolution. A committee of five was
appoiuted to raise a fund of te,e00.-
000 for the clerical relief fund.
92.1 Reward.
The city Republican Campaign
committee will pay $25 for any eve
Once leading to the proseoution and
conviction of any one guilty of buy-
ing or disposing of registration cer-
tificates.
F. C. HOOVER, Secretary.
FOR SALE.
My residence. 2012 West Jeffer-
son fare.et. Five rooms. hall, porches,
bathroom and pantry. Newly palmed.
Rest resident location in city, Tele-
phone Home Wear No. 101e3. Also
household furniture. J. E. Baker,
Father's Terrible Dee&
Columbus, 0., Oct. 9.—After shoot-
ing his wife to death this morning,
Fred Butts sent a bullet through his
stomach and then swallowed a dose
of caroolic acid. The crime was com-
mitted in the presence of two al'
dren of the couple. A boy aged 12
years tried to save his mother but
failed.
Anarchists Aid Highwaymen.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 9.— Russia is
considering the early occupation
north Persia as the only means ot
stamping out anarchy and restore
commercial stability. Anarchists co-
operate with the highwaymen. Busi-
ness is at a standstill in the cities.
Merchants are being driven into
bankruptcy.
Notice.
The annual meettng of the stock-
holders of the Langstaff-Orme Manu-
facturing company will be held at
their office in Paducah, Ky., on the
9th day of October, 1907.
H. W. RANKIN, Sec'y and Treats
PIANO FOR SALE,
A Bush • Lane parlor grand pi-
ano, good as new, for sale at one-half
regular prices Owner going to leave
city. Apply at 1102 South Fourth
street, or ring old phone 904.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Joh Rooms
Plone 358-R
Does all kinds of printing
0.11>o
We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing—probanly we can save
yeti some money. We know -
we cart give yon satis'actorN
work, and givc it to you
promptly.
e el *4
•
•
•• • • a
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Lom
gopg Vurtains 'Reducedgortieres and
We have about 25 pairs of Tapestry Portiere and spout
15 Rope Curtains which we have been using as samples
during the season, but for that they are in no wise damaged,
that we are going to close out at ONE-THIRD OFF.
They represent the best and-newest in portieres, styles
and colorings, and include the whole range in price.
The original tickets, marked in plain figures, showing
the regular price, appear on each pair, from which a reduc-
tion of 33 1-3 per cent will be given.
'On gale chursdaq 3:30 a. m.
IOCAL NEWS 
For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr.' Boyer iesidence phone 464;
office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 19G.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
---Perpetual green lawn grass seed
just received. Brunson's, 529 Broad-
way.
- -Rest and cheapest. we rent bug-
gies, carriages and horses separately.
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable,
419 Jefferson street. .
--Now's the time to sow your lawns.
Use our high grade and Evergreen
lawn grass seeds. Biederman's.
-Get some of the beautiful new
souvenir postal cards of U. S. gun-
boat Paducah at R. D. Clemepts &
Co.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also efe-
gent livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
-Use the Earthquake carpet
cleaner. Sold at Biederman's.
-eeCity subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to cairiers. Suu Publishing Co.
--Place your orders for weelding
invitations at home. The Sun la
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Just received supply of the lariteat oysters in the city. We receive
them fresh every day and will serve
cyst!, stew on Satorday night from
8 to 12 for only 10 cents a bowl.
People's restaurant. 119 South Third
street, W. F. Johnston, manager.
-Vetch, Vetch, Winter Veteh seed
.1the great pasturer at M. J. Yopp Seed
,i ' e 124 South Second. ' "
/, -Examinations for four .civil seer-(
• a ice positions have been ordered for
this district as follow.: Assistant
technical editor, geological survey:
constructing engineer (male), forest
service; blacksmith and wheel
wright, and clerk, bureau of trade re-
lations, department of state, all for
November 13.
H. M. Walker. 25 years old, an Illi-
nois Central machinist, caught his.
right hand in machinery, and it was
lacerated. -
-The Willing Wdrkers society of
the Evangelical church will meet
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. F
Fetter, 410 South Fourth street.
MORE REASONS
Why We Deserve Your
Drug Store Patronage:
A prescription Man order from
(eater to a druggist for a
ee-citied amount 44 medicine of
sertalti kind and quality with
directions fur its use by the
Patient. Sasserlenee has taught
Lona payeicians that in many
I netnneee medicinal prepare
ins made by certain firms give
otter results than others that
lay be had for perhaps half the
(uuney For this remon a doc
tor often names a certain brand
of medicine which he wants
used in his prescription V- ry
often it 'lease for a druggist to
use (lie cheaper brand. This
practice on the part of the drug-
gist is caned SUBSTiTUT1RO.
The physicians of Padus
cab know that we do not
substitute.
Our immense stock enables us
to give exactly what, the doctor
orders.
Furthermore, business Integ-
rity is not a mere jest with us.
It is the fnendation of our large
end steadily increasing prescrip-
tion business All the doctors
know that our name on -the
label guaranteea the integrity
of the medicine.
Bring us your prescriptions.
Drugeglatis
Fin and Biudwey. Opp. Palmer Hsu*.
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TAXPAYERS NOTICE
416,16.16.1644,44.„11644m1 dement an .,, , ...r .,. .;nd 1 , , L,.1
1. Mr. Fittadie Brown, O, 1,, ;;, .
 t' is visiting in the city.!leans, is visiting Mrs. S. F. Alden, of ELECTs oLD OFFICERS AGAINMr. Charles N. Hite, of New Or-
Stages-Oa Club, 
S I 111 T,s9 Washington street. Fon THIS l'EAR.
I Mr. Ed Rivers went to KIWI %% a !hi,:
The Magazine slab will have its is. morning on business.
Mal meeting for 1907-1908 Thuruday! -Attorney A. Y. Martin %vent 10 sons
afternoon at. 2:30 o'clock. Miss ray this morning on Pref(oslonal !Meet...ling report by Jai, 'I' 
Ethel Morrow, 613 Broadway, is the business. , Secretary and Agent of the Or.
hostess of the clue. The inseaeines I Attorney J. S. Ross we la to Mona,.
politan.
Monthly, Literary Digest and Cosmo- Senator Wheeler Campeell went tti
Kuftawa. this morning on profes-
sional business.
Mr, it. N. Chrisman, of Hazel. Cal- at the
c
Woman's cab house. It was
The Charity club met this morning1
The Crescendo club will coition- lowas'county, was in the city yester- the first irrentingsfor the fall- and a
ment the mothers of the club mem- day. great deal of especial and routirt
tiers with an especial program tomor- Mr. Stanley Hayburn, of Benton business was under consideration
Woman's club house. It is an OPell .Mr. W. L. aieElhanny- and L. L. lows: President. Mrs. George C. w  
The officers were re-elected as I ,.row afternoon at 4:15 o'clock at the was here yesterday.
meeting and all mothers interested in Stewart, of Central City, were here lace; secretary. Mrs. Edward. His .
burst: treaaurer, Mrs. John W. Siyesterday.
Hon. Jerry Potter, of Clinton. was The eight district chairmen were re
here yesterday. Itained from last year. viz: Mesdames
Dr. B B Griffith suffered a slight Charles Kiger, James Weile. M,''
man's club, Mrs. Museoe Burnett, attack of vertigo this morning. He Farley, John \V. Scott. C. H. Sherril',
music are invited,
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
recovered. lilly 
Literary Depart Meld to Meet.
Tile literary department of the Wo-
CHARITY CLUB
chairman, will have its first regular was not seriously etrickee, however Jacob Wallerstein. T. C. Leech. R. T.
meeting for departmental work on and soon recovered. Lightfoot. Mr. Jap Toner will be
Thursday morning at 9:43 o'clock at Miss hula Hargis, the veined continued as general secretary of the
the Woman's club house. This corn- nurse. has returned from Lmesville club for this year. Mr. Toner's e
mittee is quite a large one and much and Cannellton. Ind. port of the work for the summer
einterest is being evinced this year in Miss Anne Bradshaw yesterday since the last regular meeting 
the work outlined, a course of study went to Cincinnati for a ten weeks' a most coniprehensive one, Hue
All persons owing state and county 
of the modern %titer. lbeen will be course in the college of inusic. labouuded In good suggestions. It 
is
taxes for 1907 will have to settle 
discussed tomorrow morning in two Mr. Coleman Boyd and wife have probable that some of the points he
made will be adopted. The club is do-papers. r:.
same at one as I will be forced to 
Mrs. Burnett will give his returned from visiting the forme
levy on same. Please avail yourselves 
"Life and Methods." Mis. Robert mother, airs, A. E. Boyd of Farming-' Mg an excellent work and much of
Beeker Phillipe will take up the Ib- ton, Ky. 
lis due to the executive ability awl
of the last opportunity to save penal- sen
ties and costs. etc. 
Mr. Robert Harkey has returned.energy of Mr. Toner. Several cone
from talting In Mayfield. I mittees were appointed for especial
JOHN NV. OGILVIE, S. M. C. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Murray have work, that were continued for the fleXt
fl'XIFORNI 1.11al'Olt LICENSE. 
returned from visiting the latter'', meeting.
mother, Mrs. G. W. Budke, of May-
field. WATER NOTICE.
Mr. V. M. Ross went to Louisville Patrons of the Water i'mulmnY are
reminded that their rents expiredf.k.tertlay, being summoned there by
Sept, 30th. 11110%e ho 4114-eire 141 re-his father's illnees..
nee them ..hould s(i before it isMr. and Mre. William Bornernan
forgotten, 115 2111 prt.naise% not paid forare stopping at The Palmer.
on or before (k's. to will he shut off.Mr. Clarence W. Pratt and wife
left yesterday for Princeton to reside.
Hon. Jake Corbett. of Wickliffe, BOXES OF' BUMBLE BEES
)was here yesterday to hear Wm. i.-n- SENT To l'HILIPPINEs.
rungs Bryan.
Mrs. E, P. Tool and Mrs Edward Washington, Oct. 9 In response
Tea and lab,' leave next neck for to a rush order cabled front the Phil'
Denver, Colo., to join Mr. Edward ippines two cigar . boxes full of
Toot who is just out of a hospital bumble bees are today hurrying
there where he has been the pait'across the continent bound for the
two months for treatment, !islands. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Gilbert andi The Philippine specialists of the
baby next week go to San Antonio.,Agrieultural department have been
Texas, for a sojourn. n!making exhaustive experiments i
Mrs. E. S. Menard, of New AlbanYs Luzon in the cvoss fertilization of
Ind., returned home today after certain plants. Repeated tests with
visiting her brother's Messrs. George the common or busy bee showed it te
Matinee Musical (lull.
The Matinee Musical club is hav-
ing it first meeting for the season
this afternoon in the auditorium of
Campaign Of Kentucky Liquor Deal- the Woman's elub house. The busi-
er,- Launched at Loulaville.
nt-se meeting was held at 3 o'clock in
the committee room upstairs, and theLonsville. Ky-. 0( t. 9.--The cam-
pregnant began at '1:30. It is an openpaigu for a unifiem liquor license
meeting and the Russian and Polishlaw ' 11 thestatesf the1 pro- 
Meyer Helmund and Mos-vided for at the last convention of
kowski are being featured. Mrs.the Wholesale Liquor Deal-
James NVPille Is the leadet. The pro-ers' association, was launched today
grant is an attrat Live LOWat a joint meeting of the Kentucky
Distillers' association and the Ken ' -
11men !attune and Informal Revel).why Wholesale Liquor lealers' ass
so-elation. The main points of the ut:1-1
form license law called for in the ad- 
lion.
Mr.. Sarah E. Duuba.r. of the Jane
dress to he sent to the various legisla- Corcoran company, gave an Ibsen In-
tunes are as follows: i terpretation yesterday afternoon at
tFirst-All licenses now outstand- he Woman's club house, under the
lug should be made permanent on- auspices of the literary department
of the club. The audience was a cul-less canceled by a vote of the major- 
and representative one and theity of the citizens of a state.- county,
largest present at a lecture this sea-precinct or municipality. These Ii
son. Mrs. Dunbar made a most pleas-tenses should be transferable from
one to another, as any other property ing impression and is a woman of
is transferred, commanding personality. She pre-
Second-No license should be is faced her lecture with a review of the
sued is the future oat!l the proper- growth of the drama, from the begin-
Hon becomes not _-nore than one for ;ling of it to Shakespeare's tints. Then
each 500 of population. istating it was not so far a cry as
many would think from Shakespeare
MINISTER FLAYS CHURCHMEN:to Ibsen, she spoke„of the condition
lof life in Norway at the time of lien-
Terms Them Hypoeritee and Felton drik Ibsen's birth, and followed till
leteters Arc Excited. ris life and development of it In his
work. She discussed hie plays and
Kansas City, Oct. 9.- At the ses- the Problems they presented and gave
Rion of the ministers' alliance today extracts from his critics, notably
at the Grand 'Avenue Methodist Shaw, Howells and 14unneker. Mrs
Episcopal chuich several pastors took Dunbar was gracefully introduced by
exception to a paper read by the Rev.i Mrs. Muscoe Burnett, the literary
A. B. Shrader of the Children's Me- chairman. The auditorium was filled
moral Evangelist Lutheran church.land many were in the hall and on the
and It was asked his statement be back porch, which opens with French
retracted. It was only after speeches windows from the auditorium. Some
apologetic in nature to the effect that few men were present, who viewed
the paper had been misconstrued that the lecture variously, according to
the turbulent waters were made more their humor, perhaps.
placid. The latter part of the mantel An informal reception was held at-
script dealt with inconsistent living.•ter the lesture, to introduce Mrs
and was to the effect that Christians Dunbar socially and as a club woman
violate every law of the ten com-ITea and wafers were served in the
mands, that the clubmen of Saturday attractive library of the club. Mrs
night are the bouquetted ushers of Oscar L. Gregory poured the tea and
Sunday morning, and that the church- was aasistfd by Mrs. Henry Rudy,
ss are full of hypocrites. airs. Percy Paxton and Miss Blanche
SEES TURN TO BIMETALLISM.
Daniel Guggenheim Thinks wall
Street Is changing Its Attitude.
benver, Oct. 9 -Daniel Guggen-
heim, head of the smelter combine
tbday gave out an interview in which
be said that 'all street, In view of
the continued tightness of the money
market, seemed to be tending toward
bimetallism for relief. Asked if the
smelter dividend would be cut, he
said that. he _could not- fell lestairehatoo
as that would have to be passed upon
by the directors.
Notice.
The Ladies' Auxiliary to the 0. R
C. will meet Thursday afternoon at
3 o'clock. All members are request-
ed to be present. Visiting Members
welcome.
• 
aliae Maloney's Elopenient.
London, Oct. 9.--The report that
Miss Helen Maloney. daughter of the
millionaire Standard Oil man, has
eloped with Samuel Clarkson, a young
Englishman, excites keen interest in
England, although the identity of the
bridegroom remains an unsolved mys-
tery. No one has been discovered by
any of the newspapers who has pro-
fessed to knew the young man or
anything of his antecedents. Friends
of Miss Maloney do not remember to
have'riiet him here or to have' heard
of hint until the wedding.
Notice!
Rebekah lodge No. 17, 1. 0. 0 F-.
will meet this evening at 7:3e
0E0Ralg SHORT. N C
'ETTA BECKENBACII, Sec
---ts Wade, colored, an employe of
the Ferguson-Palmer mill, fell over
,a railing today, and fractured his
skull. He was operated upon this at.
'teenhAti by Die rarl M. Searti at the
Riverside hospital.
Confine Jailer James Raker has re
turned from Bardwele where he had
i been on a short visit.
Mr. Clarence Wyman has gone to
31andvire ,r) visit. He iecently un-
Shur-On Eye-glasses
. won't fall off
Shake your head, and
laugh, and jump around
as much as you want-
Shur-Ons are on to stay.
Not only hold right, but
feel right and look right.
Stop in and see them.
Ey•ea examined free,
-Steinfeld Optical Co- .1809 BROS OliWItT-
both Phones 1116.R
 1
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tor. 3, 7NO.
Hot coffee made by a real Kinhee
man in a
Genuine Kinhee Coffee Pot, the
Twentieth C en tury Wonder
of the justly celebrated delicately flavor
KINHEE COFFEE, a delightful hot
drink made in a Ii 4 vour eyes.
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
The greatest range ever made; has all the good turnt-
able points that the best talent could combine in the
mauutacture of a range. The range now burning
under heavy fire with paper pipe. want to C and
know the points of the GREAT MAJESTIC.
Hot Coffee and Hot Biscuit Served
Every Day.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated ;
1 WANT ADS.
iNi-rverar+orardr-rdr4
Subecrihers inserting want ads in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such items are to he paid for
when the ad is inserted, the rule itp-
C. and E. W. Crumbaugh. ;be unequal to the task, but complete plying to every one without excep-
Rev. Peter Vents. of the Third success crowned the efforts of the lion.
Street -Methodist church returned scientists when they tried the bumble FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
WANTED--Good seceed-hand cash M, AN fED--Everybody to know
register. Address 0. Care Sun. that now is the time to sow your
A GOOD cOOK wanted. Old lawns. roe our 
Evergreen lawn grass
seeds For sa:e at Biederman's.
yesterday from a business trip to bees, the hereditary enemy of tie.
Nashville. ;email boy. As the season in which the
Mr. Charles H. Mullinix pasied bumble bee can make himself useful
through here yesterday en route from , in the (*.teazel:on is rapidly nearing
Fulton to Louisville, to become chief
I
an end in the Philippines, the experts
dispatcher of the Louleville district' yesterday cabled the department to
for the Illinois Central. He has been rit-li the shipment. So last night the phone 912.
first trick d:spatcher in the Fulton be'e' s started, provided with every rote neatta, and stovewood ring
office for several years. comfort the Ingenuity of the Agrlcul- 437 F. Levin.
6 
Mrs. J. W. Skaggs and baby are Offal department could devise.
visiting in Leitchfield, Ky. 
NVANTED - A good cook. Apply
' Rothachild Blame Ros osevelt.
_
t 
110 North Seventh. Old phone 257
Mrs. Sarah Hamilton, of Kenton, 
FOR RENT-Apartment in 601New Mexico, and Mrs. D. L. Winn. of, London. Oct. 9.--President !loose-
Washington, of South Fourth 
stree North Sixth street. George Rawleigh.St. Louis, are visiting Mrs. Joseph vs-It is blamed by Lord Rothschild -
OR head of the famous banking house SALE- Runabout 
rubberF'
horse, Lady Foster, whom he has en- rernm Broad
Mr. Clarence Dickerson went to for the present money lightness. He tired buggy nearly 
new. Phone 217.
aletropeeis yesterday with his racingi
tg ents the world over are
declares stocks are low, bemuse the FOR RENT-Rooms. A hisl 19"7
-sit. .
tehreerde. in several events for the 
racesI 
lin on capital." He said "Roose- FOR PURE apple viiiisilir-3years.._.
velt s speeches against the conduct of old Melton Bros., Stall 31, Market.Mate Marie Farley has gone to Al- .
ton, El., to attend the wedding of 
kinerlean railroads are greaily die-  '
Miss Rosg Besse. 
tufting ihe markets - '
2361.
FOR DM WOOLS, old phone
gone to Princeton to resale. Mr. YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT 
FARM FOR SALE-70 acresMr. and Mrs. Clarence Pratt have
Pratt Is I# member ethe Illinois Cen- Every doge makes you feelbetter. Lax-P"a 
gravel road. public school. J. M
tral wrecking crew of that place, keep. your whole insides right bold on the 
Clarke, 1309 Jefferson street.
is visiting his father, Mr. Bob Wil• 
dairy work. Apply to 1647 ClaY.
WANTED-Good reliable man for
Mr. Walter Wilkins. of Memphis 
inoney•beck plan everywuere. ?meta cents.
will spend a month in Paducah. Nine room house. 90 foot lot. 414 
Old phone 211-a.
For Rent. FOR SALE-Gravel, sand and dirt.king, of North Eleventh street. He
dren. of Paris. Tex., who have been  dining room and bed room furniture.
FOR SALE --Partor,iaitting room.Mrs. K. D. e_unninaeam and ann., South Tenth. Modern conveniences
J. A. 'turfy.
visiting Mrs. Cunningham's mother. Mrs. R. Loeb; 3414 Broadway.
this morning. They were accompan• tween Broadway and Kentucky aye-
FLAT FOR RENT--TSeveritb, be-Mrs. A. L. Lassiter, returned home
visit them a month in Texas. 
!Lies Apply to Mrs. Whitefleldled by Mr. C. M. Lassiter, who will
ea s'\•....se
Captain Brack Owen went to Car- .\ •/.• 
FOR RENT---Three room house
bondale. Hopkins county, today to S e \ '' 
with pantry. $6 per monsh. Salem av-
look after mining Interests. 
enue. Phones 433. •‘ls
Dawson today. ___ __ 
--
- _  - . / dik 
dale Blot,. co. Old  1261 r. New:Mrs. Rachael Sherrill went to 
STORAGE ROOM for rent_. Barks-
Mrs. J. H. Ames went to Morgan- *lie nWone 12?;0.
Mrs. C. T. Graham and Miss Beulah
Rogers left today for French Lick
3prIngs. Ind., (or a visit:
Misses- Marie and Theresa Brike
will leave this aftervon for a visit
to Sheffield, Ala.
FOR SALE-Iron store front withfield today after visiting relatives in
city. plate glass doors. Apply to the lien-the
.,berger House, 216 South Third.Rev. P. B: Wise, of Ruskin. Tenn..
is conducting a euccessful revival at W'ANTED---- Cook, in family of.
Little'a Chapel. (e). Apply at once at 609 Kentucky
Mrs. A. A. Jacksen and Miss Jewell ,-nue.
Priest, of Greenville. Tex., are the FOR SALE- Ice cream parlor
suests of Mrs. Jackson's sister, Mrs. .s.k and fixtures, Good location.
W. E. Lindsay, of Fountain avenue. sell cheap if sold before October
Mrs. S. M. Dorris and Miss -Mary Address A, care Sun.
Jones. of Bandana, have returned
WE ARE NOW In a position tohome after visiting relatives in this
city. ..sve any and all kinds of sandwiches
chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South
Third.
--WANTED- Girl for general housT-
.
WORKMEff HURT
A. W. Bass. a workmen on the new
'ink at Tenth street anti Broadway,
was injured in the spine by a falling
'Circler this aft( moon. Dr. J. D. Rob-
ertson attended him. Bass resides a;
Twenty-first and Adams streets. Two
:Aber nien were hurt.
• Rock,-feller In Cleveland.
Cltetelalti, 0., Oct. 9.- John Rock
filler was revolted 40 Cleveland bY
he death of his niece, Miss. Lkura
Rudd. The oil king will remain,here
lie rest of week, attending the fun -
'rat of Miss Radii today.
n
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Shapes
Now this particular
shape may not be be-
coming to your cast of
features. If so, cast it
vide and try on our
other shapes.
All we *how you are
the new season's blocks
in great variety, so all
features can be treated
w,th taste.
All the newest shades
and shapes. See win-
dow display.
Work. NN ages $2 per week. Only first-
class girl need apply: 416 South
Fourth street: phone 24192.
FLAT FOR RENT- Four rooms.
Bath, etc.. 1410 Broadway. L. D.
Sanders. Phone 765, 318 South Sixth
stret.
- WHEN BUYING HARNESS, -SOW
_
dies or repair at the Paduceh Harness
and Saddle Co., you are getting the
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
- REWARD-425 reward for evi-
dence and conviction of parties turn-
ing in false fire alarms from boxes of
American District Telegraph company
FOR RENT --( Room i in home with
tolly of ordinary people. Would
1:e to rent to same kind of folks. Ad-.
"as M. 13. anti Office.
CIA:AXING. AND PRESSING neat
done. Satisfaction guaranteed
ork called for and delivered. One
• ial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
isinth street, near Broadway. Phone
462-11. ,..e
woman to took and do general Is
work. Man preferred. Apply morisss
only, 1630 Jefferson street.
FOR SALE- My 5-room cottage.
No. 2421 Broadway. Tennis easy. For
particulars call at house or telephone
No, 725. Old. C. 0 Griffin.
-WANTED TO RENT-A modern
or 9 room residence. Light, heat
and bath. West End preferred. Ad-
dress X. Y. Z., Sun office.
FOR cottage-,
corner Twenty-seventh and Broadway.
For further information telephone
192ri old phone. J. H. bugger.
FOR RENT- Fine farm about3
miles from city. Good house and out
buildings. Apply to 3519 Broadway. T.
E. Lydon
CLOTHES cleaned and -pressed.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The.
Tailor. 115 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
--WANTED-- A cook for fatuity of
two. Experience required. Good wows
and room on place. James Campbel',
Jr., 127 South Fourth street.
SATURDAY Sept. 21, I will open
my shooting gallery at Rshkopf's old
building. 111 South Second street, op-
posite market. Glad to see all our
old customers. Win, Bougeno.
WANTED -s- Spoke turners- tot
Egan and West Chester lathes, at
Jackson, Miss. Apply at Hoopes
Brothers & Darlington, inc.. West
Jackson, Miss.
FOR SALE CHEAP- Desirable
Property on South Fourth. Three
houses, numbers 427, 431 and 4'35. ,
between Clark slid Adams streets.
Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner, Herrius
Ill. Box 306, or inquire at Joe Bren-
ner's shoe shop, 12-6-1-2 Kentucky
avenue, for full particulars.
-FOR SALE-Just finished four
room. cottage with pantry, cabinet
mantel. Front and back porches. NV-a-
rea-RI kitchen. iari-err ft tor. -Smelt-
cash payment; balanee in Monthly.
McCracken Real Estate and Mort-
gage Co. (Incorporated.) Isillard D.
Sanders. Pres, Phone 765. Office 318
South Sixth street.
NIGHT SCHOOL- - First month's
tuition free if you clip and mall or
present this notice within the next
five days t.) Draughon's Practice!
Business College (incorporated)
314 1-2 Broadway. Paducah. Old
phone 1155 asking for particulars of
this remarkable offer. If you desire,
quit at end of mon'h, owing nothings.
or continue at special ritte-$4
month-,
Niiticel
Ail towboats landing at the Padu-
cah What-Moat company's wharfhoat
will he charged two ($2.00) dollars
for each and every landing. Time not
to exceed two hours for each landing.
James Roger, Pres.
JAMES ROGER, Pres,
D. M. STREET, Sec.
Maynard 0., Oct. 9.----A keg of pow
der in the home of Jaws Jackson. a
miner, today. The house was wreck-
ed and the entire family of ten and
two hoardera were injured. Jackson
and a daughter of 16, are dying. The
mother was badly burned. Three
small children are seriously injured.
Chardon. 0., Ore 9.-- R. H. Ford
the Burton banker, was aytinvieted be
a jury- that heard his third trial o'
"secreting with intent to embezzle,'
The Burton bank failed four yealit
am-, for a million and a minrter.
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Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
All sick women are invited to write Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass,
for advice. She is the Mrs. Pinkham who has been advising sick
women free of chary for more than twenty years, and before that she
assisted her mother-in-law, Lydia E. Pinkham, in advising. Thus she
is especially well qualified to give advice to sick women. Write today,
don't wait until too late.
Mrs. Pinkham never violates the confidence thus entrusted to her, andalthough she is constantly receiving testimonials from women who have
been bcnefitted by her advice and medicine. ne‘er in all her expel-lance has
she published such a letter without the full consent, and often by special re-
quest of the writer. Neither has she ever disposed of her confidential letters
In any other way. Every one of the hundreds of thousands of letters written
to her by confiding woolen she has to-day under lock and kgy in the tofu-
pany's laboratory at Lynn. Mass. Remember, the best inedicibe for women la
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-Lydia E. Pinkham'sVegetable.Compound.
EVERY WOMAN SHOULD CONSIDER THESE FACTS
First, that almost every operation in our hospitals, performed upon -women, became necessary because of negicct of such qmptoms as Backache, Irregulari-
ties, Displacements, Pain in the Side, Dragging Sensations, Dizziness and Sleeplessness.
Second, that Lydia E. ?inkhorn's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and herbs, has uvereome more cases of female ills than any other one medicine.It regulates, strengthens and restores women's health and is irvaluabis during the period of Change of Life.
Third, the great ioliuue of unsolicited and grateful testimonials on file at the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., many of which are from time to time being published by special permission,give absolute evide.n.m of the power of Lydia E. l'Inkham's Vegetable Cotnpound over the illnesses of women.
The Best Carriage
Serrice in Paducah
Y.,u get handsome, wed
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give protot personal at-
tention at all times.
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
IMMIGRATION
1 LAW It 1 101.V11.11 i ' ,,I 1 I It tor
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Effort of Certain Induetries in South
To Encourage Labor
Importation.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Hy..
Foreman Bros.„  
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Novelty Co.
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-134 N. Fourth St. Phones 7/57
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Weal Estate Agency.
FREE REAL. ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
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YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous— bnt a "calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life—for the time when you will need money—there
is on)y one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
of the futnre.
Start today—a dollar will do it. •
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings. tie-
eounte if left with us six months or loner.
•
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway
Washington. D. C., Oct. 9.— At-
General Bonaparte has render-
S another derision interpreting the
.sw immigraLon law.
The opinion rendered by the attor-
ney genera; declares that when a
state, through its regular board of
inimigrueon, holds out the promise
of emplosment to an intending im-
migrant, even although no employer
as specified, and although the immi-
grant is free to secure any employ-
ment, he sees fit, there is a distinct
.olation of the contract labor law.
The attorney general does not.
• has been stated, mast that a state
-la!: not pay the passage of an lm-
ssgrant, but he does hold that no
,,omise of emplcoment whatsoever
aust be made, either by a state or
in Individual. This is a blow which
seems to dispose entirely of the
movement which had gained such
headway in the south to induce En-
rapeans, by promise of employment,
and by payment of passage money, to
go to the south instead of the con-
gested north Atlantic cities.
Sea Gives op its Lemons.
Beachcombers garnered an unusual
harvest this morning when, as the,
tide went down, the subsiding surf,
which for the last two days has been i
pounding the shore with almost hur-I
ricane force, gave up thousands ofi
fresh lemons.
Women and children flocked to t'•
shore with the men, and the rest of ,
the day the engine drivers of the fast
trains rushing up and down the San-
dy Hook line ran with the hearts in;
• heir mouths as the people, laden:
e Oh lemons, dodged their locomo-
ves. The lemons were thickest I
,tween Galilee and Seabright. south'
,f this point, but tonight they are
sll about gone.
Oldltimers who remember when
the RuCand broke in two at Loitgi
Branch at the end of the blue glass'
craze, in the '70's, provided the-coast
with decorativey building material:
ahich Is used in ever smaller frag-I
inents. until this very day, recall to-
raght how the ocean once gave up a',
boa constrictor that mettsured forty
taet from nose to tail, at Point
Pleasant, and at Bay Head, since
then, hundreds of boxes of cigar;
which wouldn't smoke even when
dried out, but none could remember
Oat the Atlantic had ever before pro-
doced a lemon crop.—New York
Times.
We defy anyone to show whtre any!
thing has ever been done by the Dem-
ocratic administration to enforce the
holiday elotsingslaw. with-the excep-
tion of the recent spasm In Louisville,
which was done for political effect.
and yet the law ha3 been on the stat-
ate books for yrars.
The Demonratic platform, as pro-
!relented by Nodidate Hager. does
not ccrataln a single reference to the
tereperane2 cle‘stion. Wes this an
overaigll or was it done &literately?
Cook—Dinks suffers (Corn hay fe-
ver, doesn't he?
Hook—I should say he does. lie
can't even pass a grams widow with-
out sneezing.---Barper's sVeekly,
i. The talker -dip man always has 11-
,iii,ating ideas on the responsibil-1
lities uf an arc light.
KENTUCKY SYNOD
w11,11. CONVENF. AT 'SUBWAY
OCTOBER 13.
GIRLS EAGER
ON TO GET ON BAKKETDA1.1. TEAM
OP HIGH SCHOOL.
The Rev. A. S. Moffett Will Preach AthiefieNAssociation Starts With En.
I pening Si•r1 —Large At- thusiasun and Number•—New;
tendanee Etqweted. of the Schools.
Midway, Ky.. Oct. 9.—Arrange-
ments have been about completed for
the entertainment of the Kentucky
Synod of the Southern Presbyterian
church, which will meet in this city,
begianing on Tuesday night, October
15. A large delegation of preachers
and elders are expected to be present
for this acnual gathering from all
parts of Kentucky. The Rev. A. S.
Moffett. of Lebanon, a -former pa'-
tor of the Presbyterian church of this
c.o. is the retiring moderator, and
wi:i preach the opening sermon at the
first session of the synod on Tuesdaa
night, October IL. Three sessions will
be held each day during the conven-
tiou. A nuenber of the most promi-
nent ministers of the state will be
hoard during the sessions of the Sy-
no& A most hearty welcome wilt- be
given all Who attend by the people of
this c.ommontt), regardless of church
I
Strained Relations; Edgar—Didn't
the cook like us? Euphemie— Oh.
I
yes; she said that she liked us all
right, but that we have to economize
so that she couldn't respect us. —
Puck.
REASONABLE RULES
FOR RHEUMATICS.
Western Specialist Explains a Few
Simple Rules for the Avoidance and
here of Rheumatism, Kidney and
Bladder Troubles.
Great enthusiasm is manifested in
the organization of the gins' athletic
association in the High school, and
all are eager to at once organize
basketball teams. First steps to-
wards organization of teams were ta-
ken this morning when the lower floor
of the Washington building was se-
lected for practice. All equipment for
the game has been ordered and is ex-
pected here in a few days. Basketball
requires little equipment, only the
ball and baskets. Portable supports
for the baskets will be built by Su
perintendent of Buildings Fred Royer
before the equivalent is here, that
practice be not delayed.
Miss Jennie Sloan, a teacher at
the Longfellow school, is ill today
and Miss Vera Johnston was av)oint-
ed substitute. Miss Johnston is a
member of the cadet class.
The musical prop,ram arranged for
this morning was postponed until to-
morrow morning. .Misses Ilam and
Brazelton will play a piano duet.and
Mr. Richard Scott will sing a choice
selection.
Dr. George Edmund Flood states
that rheumatism and the various
forms of kidney and bladaer troubles
are among the most easily curable
diseases—that Is, when they are
treated in a sensible manner.
According to Dr. Flood, those per-
sons suffering_ from any of these ail-
ments should exercise the greatest
moderation in the consumption of
rich foods. Dr. Flood has met withr
gicat success In his prictiee in the;'
treatment of these complaints, and:
he has advised all of his patients toi
substitute for such a diet as we have
just mentioned, the simpler and
more nourishing soups, broths, frerb!
milk, fresh vegetables and plenty of,
pure water—lets of water.
But, says Dr. Flood, observance of'
these rules will not suffice to effect a 1
cure, although such observance Is
necessarily of the greatest assistance
in the treatment. During all his prac-
tice, that is, In the treatment of Rheu-I
matism, Kidney and Bladder troubles,l
this eminent physician has employed:
one simple psescription which. he!
Mates, has proven itself of unvaryinel
curative value. Dr. Flood has kindly1
consented that we reproduce a copy'
of this famous prescription in this
column for the benefit of our readers.
This Is the prescription:
Fluid Extract Cascara Aromatic..
• 1-2 ounce
Concentrated Darkola Compound.l onte
Aromatic Elixir  4 ounces
Adult dose, one teaspoonful after
meals and at bedtime; children, one-
fottrth to one-half teaspoonful after
meals.
Dr. Flood sap; it 18 pleasant to
take and may be tilled by any drug-
gist. anywhere, or, better still, you
can get the Ingredients yourself and
mix -them at home by shakiest well
In a bottle. Dr. Flood guarantees the
success of this prescription If taken
laecording to directioas,
•
IT IS NOT DENIED
it is not denied that nearly every
member of the state committees hold
a fat Job under the Beckham-Hager
administration. It is not denied that
they manipulated members of the last
senatorial caucus to vote against the
will of their constituents by trading
them jobs in the public service of the
state: it is not denied that Percy flaly
and Milton Board have been placed at
the head of the board of control, which
has the expenditure of all the money
for the purchase of 'supplies of the
charitable institutions and reforma-
tories of the state; therefore, the ma-
chine adherents cannot abuse Gen
Hays because these things are true
and the good pqpple are inquiring
Into them. It cainot be denied that
the machine acted corruptly In giv,:
these jobs to state committeemen for
the purpose of controlling the action
of the committees of the party; that
It acted corruptly in trading jobs for
votes a!minst Blackburn; that nothing
less than corrupt pul•pose could be
behind the appointment of such men
as Hely and Board on the board of
control. Gen. Hays cannot stop things
as attorney general, but as governor
he could and would. —Henderson
Cleaner (Dem.)
And this same Peckhara-Hager com-
bine is Raking to be endorsed by Me
people of the state. With the racord
before them, will they do it?
A Democratic campaign circular
says;
"It is under Democratic administra-
tion that a new Kentucky capitol is
being erected, and without imposing
any additional burden upon the tax-
payers of the state"
But the circular falls to state that
the eseitol Is being built with the
$1,300,000 fund collected from the na-
tional government on an old war claim
that ought to have been collected long
ago. And it is true that the tax rate
has not been Increased, but the new
system of licenses adds a tremendous
burden to the citizen and increases the
,Ptates income, which is being dis-
bursed wfth such profligaey by the
Democratic administration.
)
—Th.- mills of cis ilia/item trim imt
an always-Inereasieg (Toed of home-
ecekers--and they are all ad-roadara.
State Tourist Department.
One of the numerous activities of
the New Zealand government is a
"elate tourists' department." The re
port for the year ended June 30 an-
Ileum-es that 9,Ch4 sightoteera were
bustled around the city beauty apots
U against 7 112 during the previous
year. The) left about $600,000 be-
hind them. The branch offices of the
department in Ssdney and Melbourne
have proved so successful that others
are to be started elsewhere. More-
over, a new officer is to be attached
i to the Iligh Commissioner's staff in
:London, and he sal: specialize on
leinging New Zealand's attractive- t
!roses as a tourists' resort under the
!not:cc of Bac traveling public of Great •
Britain and Ireland.—New York Tri-
bune.
A Chinese doctor's fees range from
two cents to ten cents.
HEATING
STOVES
Don't forget our cut price sale of
Heating Stoves is now on at our
temporary headquarters, Fifth and
Jefferson, Tate's old stand.
L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.
(Incorporated. t
The Houma of Quality.
Fifth and Jefferson Sts. Tate's Old Stand
Both Phones 176
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER  MONEY
18 BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY-
41111111Y 
INC OR PO RATCQ
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, andthe "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yonrsylf bysending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
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Women Who Wear Well..
It 14 4,40111Sh i.g h. 11 4r, ch., ...•
tew years of !.,.,:[••••i !•• "
the appearance Anil
women, The freehn. -
brilliance vanish like the bl.aan trete a
peach which is rudely handled. The
matron is only a dim shadow. a taint echo
of the charming maiden. There are two
masons for this change, ignorance and
neglect. Few young women appreciate
the shock to the system through the
change which comes with marriage and
motherliood. Many neglect to deal with
the unpleasant pelvic drains and weak-
nesses which too often come with mar-
riage and motherhood, not understanding
that this secret drain is rubbing the cheek
of its freshness and the form of its
fairness.
As surely as the general health suffers
When there is d igenentof the health
organs, so surely
organs ar tablished In
boa • the e witness
to the act in
klilicon women heve found health awe
h appl nees In the _uew OI eiel.r...es FS:eatte-Prescrletiqa. It makes weak wom-
en strung and sick women wall. Ingredi-
ents on label-contains no alcohol or
harmful habit -formieg drags. Made
wholly of those native, American, medic-
inal roots most highly recommended byleading medical authorities of all the sev-eral schocis of practice for the cure ofwoman's peculiar ailments.
For nursing mothers.or for those brriken-flown in health by too frequent bearing ofehildren, also for the expectant mothers.
to prepare the system for the coming ofbaby and making its advent easy andalmost painless, there is no medicine quite
to good as 'Favorite Pres:newton.* Itcan do no harm in any condition of thesystem. It is a niost potent invigorating
Mule and strengthening nervine nicely
adapted to woman's delicate system by a
physician of large experience in the treat-
!MB of woman's peculiar ailment,.
riv. Pierre may be consulted by letterfree of charge. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Different Backbones.
A boy In the physiology class of 1
school in South Boston gave the fol-
lowing definition of the difference be-
tween the backbone of a man and the
backbone of a cat.
"A man's backbone runs up and
down while the backbone of a cat
runs sideways. A cat is liable to spit
and throw up her backbone."
Another boy said of the spine:
'The spine is a long bone reaching
front the skull to the heels. It has a
tinge in the middle so that you can
tit down otherwise you would have to
sit standing."—Oetober Lippineott's.
Use Sun want alas. for regatta.
For
EMERGENCY
PRESCRIPTIONS
And Others, Too.
Either Phone 77
When the doctor comes to
your house and leaves a pre-
scription, you want that medi-
cine and want it in a hurry.,
Our delivery service is Nue‘
that w4. are prepared to send
It to you just that way—In a
hurry. There will be no mis-
take about it either, for ex-
perienced pharmacists handle
such matters at
Gilbert's Drug Store
Roth Moues 77
Ur)iirth and Broadway
Cairo, Ill,—Account Presi-
dent Roosevelt—Round trip,
$1.60, October 2 and morning
October 3, return October 5.
Georgetown, Ky— Round
trip $9.30, October 6, 7, 8
Grand Lodge I. 0. 0. F.
Louisville, Ky.—September
29 to October 5, round trip.
$8.95, Horse Show.
Memphis, Tenn—October 1.
2 and 3. round trip $05,
Deep Water Way Convention.
Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip0.45.25, For-
rest Cavalry,
• Richmond, Va., September
29th to October 5th, round
trip $21.75, good returning
October 29th, account general
convention Episcopal church.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
3(1th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cffice
H. M. PRATHER,
Murat Union Depot
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DA Rock in the ualtic
By ROBERT BARR,
a rho, of
"The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont.- I•Tekla. •'L Ike Midst of
Aleeme." -Speculations of John Steele," "The Victors." Etc.
Copyright. 1906. by Robert Barr.
By Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Asscctat Iola of New Tort.
(Continued from last Issue.)
CHAPTER XV.
OR Once the humorous expres-
sion had vanished from Cap-
talu Kempt's face, and that
good natured man sat In the
Leto) drawing room of the flat a plc-
ure of perplexity: Dorothy bad told
him the story of the nihilist, saying
she intended to purchase the yacht and
outlining what she proposed to do with
it when it was her own. Now she sat
silent opposite the genial captain. while
Katherine stood by the window and
talked enough for Iwo. sometimes wax
ing indignant and occasionally giving
in teem language an (Minion of her
fattier, as Is the blessed privilege of
every girl born In the land of the free.
while the father took, the censure with
the unprotesting mildness of his na-
ture.
"My dear girls, you really must listen
to reason. %%'bat you propose to do is so
pheurd that it doesn't even admit of
argument. Why, it's a filibustering
expedition, that's what it is. You
girls are as craw as Walker of Nica-
ragua. Do you imagine that a retired
captain of the tutted States navy is
going to lake command of n pirate
craft of far less legal standing thnn
the Alabama, for then we were at war,
but now we are at peace. Do you ac-
tually propose to attack the domain of
a friendly country? oh!" cried the
captain, with a mighty explosion of
breath, for at this point Ms supply of
language entirely gave out.
"No one would know anything about
it," persimtN1 Katherine.
"Not know about it? With a crew
of men larked up here In New York
and coming back to New York? Not
know about it? Blow my soul, the
papers would be full of it before your
men were an hour on shore. In the
Bret place, you'd uever find the rock."
"Then what's the harm of going in
search of it?" demanded his daughter.
"Besides that, Johnson knows exactly
where It is."
"Johnson. lohnsonl You're surely
not silly enough to believe Johnson's
cock and bull story?"
"I believe every syllable he uttered.
The man's face showed that be was
speaking the truth."
"But, my dear Kate. you didn't see
him at all, am I uuderstand the yarn.
Ile was here alone with you, was he
Out, Dorothy?" '
Dorothy smiled sadly. '
told Kate all about It and gave
my own impression of the man's ap-
pearance."
"You are too sensible a girl to place
any c it in what he said surely?"
"I d believe Um nevertheless," re-
ph'sonahy.
'by, look you here. 'False in one
t ng, false In all. I'll just take a sin-
e pulite lie tweaks of a spring send-
ing water through the cells up there
in the rock. Now, that is an imposse
Witty. Wherever a spring settees, it
comes trout a source higher than it-
self."
"There are lots of springn up in the
mountains," interrupted Katherine. "I
know one on Mount Wasthrigton that
hi ten times as high as the Bock lu the
Baltic."
"Quite no, Katherlue, quite so, but
nevertheless there Ls a lake, eubter-
raneous or above ground, which feeds
your White Mouutain spring. and such
a lake must be situated higher than
the spring is. Why, girt you ought to
study hydmmeteorology as well an
chemistry. Here is u ruck jutting up
in ruidocean"-
"It's in the Baltic, near the Russian
coast." snapped Kate. "null I've no
doubt there are mountains in Finland
that contain the lake which feeds the
spring."
"How far Is that rock from the Fin-
nish coast, then?"
"Two ulna; and a half," said Kate
quick as an arrow speeding from a
b.,o"‘tv'eptain, we don't know how far it
Is from the coast,' amended Dorothy.
"I'll never believe the thing exists
at all."
"Why, yes it does, father. How ran
you speak like that? Don't you know
Lieutenant Drummond fired at it?"
"How do you know it was the same
rock?"
"Because the rock fired backott tam.
There can't be two like that in the
Baltic."
"No, nor one either," mad the cap-
tain, nearing the end of his patience.
"Captain Kempt," said Dorothy vety
soothingly, as if she desired to quell
the liming storm. "you take the allega-
tion about the spring of water to prove
that Johnston was telling untruths. I
expect him here within an hour, rind I
will arrange that you have an oppoy-
tunity, privately, of cross examining
him. I think when you see the man
and Bitten to him you will believe.
1% hat makes me so sure that he Is tell-
ing the truth Is the fact that he men-
tioned the foreign vessel firingeit this
rock, which I knew to he true, nml
which he could not possibly have learn-
ed anything about."
"lie might very well have learned all
proliculare from the papers, Dorothy.
They were full enongh of the subject
at the time, and, remembering this, he
thought to strengthen his story by"-
Ka f herine itzterrnptcd frith great
acorn.
"By adding verisimilitude to an oth
erwhie bald and unconvincing narra-
tive."
"Quite so, Kate. Exactly what I was
7ohig-to may myself. but, to come back
-
to the project Itself, granting the ex-
Istenee of the rock, granting the truth
of Johnson's story. granting every-
thing, granting even that the young
men are imprisoned there, of which
we have not the slightest proof. we
eould no more succeed in mitering
that place from a frail plealetre
yacht"-
"It's built like a cruiser," said Kath-
erine. ,
"Even if it were built like a battle-
ship we would have no chance what-
ever. Why, that rock might defy a
regular fleet Our venture would sim-
ply be a marine Jameson raid which
would set the whole world laughing
when people came to hear of R."
"Johnson said he could take it with
half a dozen men."
"No, Kate," corrected Dorothy; "lie
said the very reeerse; that two or
three determined men on the rock with
aeleetting rifles could defeat a host. It
was I who suggested that we should
'brow a stiell and then rush the eu-
trance in the confusion."
Captain- Kernpt threw up his hands
In a gestnre of despair.
"Great heavens, Dorothy Amhurst,
whom I have always regarded as the
mildest, sweetest and most charming
of girls, to hear you calmly propose to
throw a shell among a lot of inuoceut
men defending their own territory
agalust a perfectly unauthorized inva-
sion! Throw a shell, say you, as if
you were talking of tossing a copper
to a beggar! Oh. Lord, I'm growing
old! What will become of this young-
er generation? Well. I give it up.
Dorothe, my dear, whatever will hap-
pen to those unfortunate Russians I
shall never recover from the shock of
your shell. The thing is absolutely
passible. Can't you see that the mo-
ment you get down to dettills? How
are you going to procure your shells or
your pen tiring gun? They are not to
be bought at the first hardware store
you eome to on Sixth avenue."
"Johnson says be can get them."
proclaimed Kate, with finality.
"Oh, damn Johnson! Dorothy, I beg
your pardon, but really this daughter
of mine, event/11V with that Johnson
of yours, Is just a little more than I
can bear."
"Then what are we to dor ilemand-
ed his daughter. "Sit here with rehiee
hands?"
"That would be a great deal leOter
than what you propose. You should
do something sane. You mustn't in-
volve a pair of friendly countries In
war. Of course the United States
would utterly disclaim your act and
discredit me if I were lunatic enough
to undertake such a wild view, chase,
which I'm not. But, on the other
hand, if two of our girls undertook
such an expedition no num can pre-
dict the public clamor that might arise.
hy, when the newspapers get hold
of a question you never know where
they will end it. Undoubtedly you two
girls should be sent to prison, and with
eqesi undoubtednems the American
people wouldn't permit it."
"You bet they wouldn't." add Kath-
erine, dropping into Slit ng.
-Weil, then, If they wouldn't there's
war."
"One moment, Captain Kempt." said
Dorothy again in her mildest tones, for
voices hed again begun to run high.
"You spoke of doing something sane.
You understand the situation. What
should you counsel us to do?"
The captain drew a long breath and
leaned hack in his chair.
"There, dad, it's up to you." said
Katherine. "Let us hear your pro-
pose!. and then you'll learn how easy
it Is to criticise."
(To he continued In next issue.)
Dr.T.Felix Gourawd's
ORIENTAL
TOILET POWDER
A pure, entice*.
1:c 'toilet. Powder
fur infants and
adults. Exqui-
sit(ly I 'rf,,metl.
1:ctph
3,1 keel.: the •kin
..leer, soft Ikea
velvety. Relic \
skin irritatien aid
should be used
fnaly after bath-
ine and shaving,
Rising it delight.
tut and refreshing
ca'cct. At deal.
ers er by maid, 2.1
eents Box. Pre.
;min .1 by
FERE). T. H1PKINS, N. V. CITY,
rteeocter it BOURADD'S CRIENTAL CREAM
rue aliCuMmi Num) 11k
INEINEEMIWIPIESEVIrIMM
WPRERSON'S DRUG STORE.
TRAGIC DEATH
E. 1). WILSON, LI %Meat MAN,
KILLED BY TRAIN.
•
Body Is Caught in Truck Frame and
Carried IN) Miles Before Ming
Dbesuvered.
E. D. Wilson, a lumber man of
Dickson, Tenn., met a tragic death
)esterday at White Bluff, Tenn..
while atempting to catch toe fast
north bound N., C. & St. L. train. Ho
was hurled to the rails and drawn
at into the truck frame, where his
body remained for a run of 20 miles.
The discovery of the mangled corpse
was made at Ciennien, Tann.
Wilson owned a saw null at White The Brotherhood of Railway Car-
men. will meet toniglit in regularBluff, and had ben there on business
He started home to Dickson, and, as sess:on.
the train sped by. he attempted to Today windows in the Paducah
limes Centre: machine shops ire b.catch it. Wilson leases a widow and
SUPT. A. H. EGAN
s JUMPS TO SAFETY
Standing on Caboose When
Cars Leave Track
1111  Central Superintendent Alert
and Let. Quicki) Out of
Ilarm's Way.
DELAYED BRYAN'S SPECIAL.
several children. The train was de-
layed an hour by the a'-,dent, arriv-
ing in Paducah at 2: :al o'clock.
A MOST WORTHY ARTICLE.When an article has been on he mar-ket for years and gains friends everylyear. It is safe to call this medicine a-worthy one. Such la Ballard's Bore-hound Syrup. It positively cures
'
coughs and all pulmonary dliseraben. Oneof the best known ne•rehants In Mobile,
Ala. writes: "For live years my family
has not been troubled with the winter
!
coughs. We owe t hie to liallard's
Horehound Syrup. I know it has saved
my , hildren from many sick spells,"
Sold by J. H. Ochlsehlueger, Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.
For the
CHAFING DISH
Dentiturci
Alcohol
We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it Is the most
economical and satisfactory foe
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of its
offensive odor, Next time try
It in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
l'aducah druggist handles It,
Beth Phones 756.
150 pt. and bottle; Sc rebate
for bottle.
250 1 pt, and bottle: 10c rebate
for bottle.
35c 2 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
SAL WINSTEAD
Preset Write es lelephsee Orders.
Seventh and Broadway.'
BRUNER'S RETORT
To the Questicn Put by 011ie James
Knocks Center.
At Benton, Marshall county. Mon-
day, Sept. 2, a joint debate was held
between (1ongreestnan Olik. James and
Dr. Ben L. Brunt r, Repablican candi-
date for secretary of state. Following
the plan laid down by the Democrats
to stir ap preilidice by keeping the
Goebel atesass,nation ever In view,
Congressman James inquired:
"Would pm, if covernor of Kentuc-
ky. pardon Ca'. it Powers and others,
or would you advise Willson to pardon
them?"
Dr. limner's ri ply was so straight-
forward and men:Mile, and coveree the
ense so completely, that the vast aud-
ience, irrespecuve of party. arose and
cheered to the echo, n fit'ing rebuke
to the Democratic style of campaign.
Dr. Brurpa said:
"If I wire gosornor of Kentucky, or
were asked for advice by the governor.
I would Ana demand a fair and impar-
tial trial for these or any other men
charged with a political crime, wheth-
er be be Democrat, Republican, Prohi-
bitionist or Populist. whale or black,
ard if the email; of the state persist-
ently refused to grant Mm such fair
and imparetal trial as they have in
these cases. as Is attested by the court
of Appeals. I would then feel disposed
to either pardon or advise such par-
don."
This reply should be endorsed by
every honest man in the common-
wcatth. Give every man a square dent.
No more, no less. That is the Repub-
lican doctrine at all times and under
all circumstances. •
The Democrats of Kentucky have
placed a fax on everything, from a
lemonade stand to a dog. And yet
they claim tent taxes have been re-
duced.
In charging tae Democratic adminis-
tration with graft and mismanage-
ment, we have only to look to Demo-
crats for the proof.
ALWAYS BUSY.
It is no wonder we meet fools
In our v,a1:ks now and then,
Since girls are busy all the time
At making fools of men.
—Houston Daily Post.
JULIES ear.%
Was a man of nerve, nut sickness left
It, mark and he beenuie aged before
his time. Slekness Is often caused by
a torpid liv•a-. Herbine will regulate
your liver and give you health. Mrs.
Carrie Austin. Kan„ writes: "I
consider Het-bine the best modicine
rver heard of. I sin never without it."
Sold by J. se oehlocalaegen, Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Riplea.
A record spntige, ten feet in cit.
leumference and two feet thick, was
found a few yeers ago by some sponge
tIslielF off UP Bahama Islands.
Leaping from the top of a box car
while a "test train" was doing some"
'thing like 3o miles an hour. Superin-
tendent A. H. Egan, of the Louisville
division of the Illinois Central, es-
caped from a freight wreck yesterday
afternoon at Princeton. The wreck
blocked north Preiceton yards, and
delayed the Bryan special train and
other trains over the Paducah dis-
trict, an hour.
The train was made up of loaded
coal and bax cars, being a "test
train." The engine, No. 909, was in
charge of Engineer Walker, a Prince-
ton "turn around" engineer, and was
pulling 1.800 tons. Superintendent
Egan stood on the last box car next
to the caboose waving to Walker to
"cut her open," and immediately the
train jumped forward, gaining speed
at each revolution. Suddenly there
was.a jar, and the big division super-
intendent saw cars leaving the rails
near the engine. He had jumead,
alighting and out of harm's way. He
sprained his foot in the jump, but this
morning is all right.
Five cars left the rails, and it re
quIred hard work on the part of the
Princeton wrecking crew to clear the
track in an hour. The cause of the
derailment is thought to have been a
brake shoe letting down and tearing
away the guard rail. The damage
be comparatively light.
I The Revolt'of Islam,A Turk with a sizable of harem
Said, "I love 'em and really can't
spare 'ern;
But they call me "His Nibs,"
And say they're my "ribs."—
Though I wish they were less harum-
scarum!--October Lippincott's.
4IMMMIM••••=.
lug cleaned and will be followed ie
a general cleaning up of all shot,
buildings, preparatory to the annual
fail inspection to be held some time
this month.
This morning members of the "shop
committee" held a conference with
General Foreman Joe Walker and his
sub-foremen to present a grievance
regarding seniority of machinists.
Shop men desire that seniority he
shown preference in the assignmete
of positions and it is understood tin' -
the shop men will be granted the re-
quest. The matter is passed on by the
general foreman and his decision re-
ferred to the master mechanic for
ratification or rejection.
The report circulated several weeks
ago that A. L. Hooper, a well known
conductor formerly running between
Paducah and Centralia on the 'Illinois
Central. was dead, proved erroneous
He is still alive in California, and the
report grew out of his wife bein
called to California to his bedsid.
when he was seriously ill.
Saturday att Chicago a meeting of
switchmen of the Illinois' Central
will be held to discuss a demand for
four more cents the hour, and an
eight hour work day.
Dr. Earl Weeks, interne at the Illi-
nois Central hospital, has gone te
ichicago to take a special course in
the Northwestern University.
I L. E. NI 'Cabe superintendent ofht e Nashville division of the Illinois
'Central. was in Paducah yesterdny
'boarding the Bryan special at Prince-
ton.
LEST 'WM
Forget-Baby Is restless, can't sleepat night, won't ent, cries spasmodi-cally. A bottle of White's Cream Ver-mlfuge never falls to cure. So ninnytimes when the baby is pale anti fret-ful, the molter does not know whatto eo. A bottle of this medicine wouldbring color to his cheeks and laughter,to his eyes. Give It a trial. Bold by
J. H. oehtschlaegcr, Lang Bros. and C.
0. Ripley._ _
It takes a lot of push to diepose of
the output of a wheelbarrow factory.
Watch the
Label
Paducah Ky.
This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a gpar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
18 Yen' Somme laiersal by BLinc:s !":n. inceirraled. SA0.000110 Cal lial
1BUSINESS 29 C°11tge3Safine " I S44/tcu lte)111b5°.1e
PRACTICAL 
F•"kr2Drf. I'm.Km as the Up-te-Date Busiacss &heels / li
l'OSITIONS SI:CUIZI2D or MONEY IIEFUNDEI) It .t. •IH. t
FREE "  •kk. v.„5. Ban I. tile, to els E persons In r it,l, ew,h I) . dh , it e.; toearlLsX IN 'Owl: ncs• FnktIsh. or 'diacritic.: i :a I I., %1MAIL
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CATNOVIII
FREE
PADUCAH, 311 BROADWAY:
or Evansville, Memphis or St. Louis,
A Wu Ting Fang Story.
The statement that Wu Ting-Fang
is coming bilck to Washington recalls
a story that Robertus Love told me
spine time ago. Robertus was on the.
laaff of ante of the St. Louts papers
%'hen the distinguished Celestial vis-
Red that thy, and was assigned to in-
terview him. After a brief fusillade of
general queations he bet awe person-
al.
-"Are you married?" he glibly ask-
"No," replied Robertus.
"W'hy not?"
"My salary Is too small."
"Why i it too small?"
"I Jon't know."
"Would you marry if they gave you
more salary'?"
Here the diplomat was called away
and Rob( Oils returned to the office.
"Get it?" the city editor called to
him.
"Yes. But it's largely personal."
"That's all right. Give us exactly
what the old man said. We want it
characteristic."
So Robertus wrote out the conver
sation word for word, and it appear-
ed in the morning paper exactly as
he wrote it.
In the afternoon he was called into
NEW STATE 110TEI.
METItcPuL IS, ILL
D. A- Bailey, Prop.
fewest and beet hotel in ties city
itate• 12.00. Two large sampa
atoms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights
the only oeutrally located Hotel
Ise city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE EG
ucrrun.
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Schwaus Bros. for the largest
and most complete stock of
Dowers and plants in the city.
•Free delivery to any
part of the city.
ECHMAUS BROS.
Floth Phu nets 1(42
IHMIIIIIIIIIMEMS111112111w1MAIIHMISM.=
R. L. McMurtrie
(/iii 111,11, S
Manufacturer of
Mattresses
Fereiture Stored and Packed
103 ltIltim Si
HENRY MEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding, Bank Work. Gram
and Library Work a specialty.
the - •Ili The ar-
biter of reportorial fates and salaries
looked up at him with a decorous
grin.
"Your salary hereafter," he said,
"will be so-and-so," and he named a
mibstamelial increase.
And Robertus was married a few
days later.--Cieve`and Plain Dealer.
N.1 1'01.1:0\ HON %Pt
Showed, at the hattie Austrrlili, he
was Ii,. grealt•st r lit the world.ItalJard's Snow Linine ett has shown
thee teteblit• it Is the hest Lirtiteteht In the
world. A k tttert• for Mecum:4.11am
Strains. Hurtle,. rec. A. c. plus.
Iteeelt.s, La nallurti•R
Show Lir mi. it el illy family and find
Ii 11;14-xci-11. ,1 lor sort cltrail. htiaduche,
ilk 1:0 I .T' .teo thing that Call he
rea, it Sold by J. H.
r, tiros. und C. O.
It is *ell to understand that it is
sem, tams. eel to stand !rem niedoe.
EV.% Ns% ILLE, P.1 11 .% 11 .%ND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incovieirate(l.)
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily Eseept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fouler and John S.
liopkOis leave Paducah for Evans-
vt.le and way land iugs at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICE FOWLER
IA Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. ne sharp, daily, ex-
opt Sunday. Special excursion rates
:.ow In effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or w thew, needs
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General, Pass. Agent, or'
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler- C ru rnbau ah & Co's Office,
First and lireadway
ST. 14)115 & TENNESSEE RIVER
1•Al'IsET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE l'ENNE.SSEE R1VEIL
STEAMER CLIDE
Lerst Paducah for Tenet-save Illeer
Es try Mediu Wu) at I p. in,
A. W. WRIGHT ...... e.Matiter
EUGENE ROBINSON (lerk
This company is not responsible
;or invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
Wednesday at I p. tn.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR "ouc HS sorTCZna.110 OLDS Thoal Mlle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED BATISFACTOB
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Cllauber's Stable.
Wears ready for all kinds sf hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indi
cate. Purity of the
Early Times
Anti
Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.
P GC ICIfilet
HERSEY STIR!: NATION
TO NEED (W AIM FLEET.
Washeigton. Oct 9 - eke- Hee-
1 . B. Hersey's statement that the got-
erntnent aed people of the United
States art• far behind the European
countriea •ii the matter of a •rial nav-
igation. and that it ia S necessity for
this country to begin ronstruetion of
an aerial fleet, are 1ndorsed by prac-
ticaly every officer ireeke sienal (felts
of the war departmer
It was admitted that considerable
activity has been dlaplased recently
that the velife of ruietary delgibles
was'now admitted by all authorities:
that the signal I-orps was secretly
making efforts to Orel enlisted men
and exelte interest in this branch of
the service: that the centract fo.• One
balloon has been practically closed.
and that the next congress will be
asked‘to appropriate a considerable
sum for the estateishrnent of an ae-
rial fleet for the war department.
Despite the fact that one dirigible
balloon is to he contracted for by the
leer. sea's. see . • r lees.
?...:ie'fr,•-•;91YV •
wee-
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
Fro n ruck, opy ht, .9lb, by Parm.ssion
tee iit cessary funds are forthcoming.
)
' it 's fret that the rapie progress in
!the it:. settee by France. Germany
an1 Eselsed mekes the establishment
of an aeria: fleet as necessary as the,
keeping of a navy.
At the reqtiest of Professor Willis
L. Moore. of the United States'
, weather bureau. Secretary Wilson ot
the depettment of agriculture today
( authorized Major_Heraey to represenie
. the government in the Internationall
ae:ol:aritt• cup race from St. Louis.,
I Ott beor I. Major Hersey has juxt,
Ire:a:fled from Sietzle -et u, where he
leas asstatIne the Nevem:iv-Chicago
K. sore-Herald polar expedition. He
a ie its' •Se irafloon in which 1,1euten-
are Lahti) wee the International ae-
' ronautie race held in Europe last
tear:
Hurl in "Side Swipe."
('aught leewesn a caboose and en-
gine. unable to get Into the engine
I rah or to escape from being caught
• the two seles swiped. Walt, mews'..
i a colored brake-matt on the Paducah
ti.strict of Central was
injured yesterday afternoon in the
Central City yards. and is in the rat'-
road hospital here for treatment.
Mobley was standing on the engine
steps, several feet be:ow the cab
floor. He failed to notice a freight
iar being kicked! into a siding and
his engine was not in the clear. 3
side swipe ft-seeing. Mob ey s right
hip and •At- we:e bruised and his
(-had lacerated •
TURNER MAKES CONFESSION.
Tells Of killing His Wife, and Alice
leiye Rare Other (Attlee,
Chattanooga. Tenn . Oct. 9.-Ed
Turner. on trial in the criminal roust
for the murder of his child wife, Lil-
lie Turner, yesterday confessed his
guilt. and said that he committed the
crime because his Wife was untrue to
him and defied him when he upbraid-
ed her for Infidelity Turner told
the story of his life from the time ho
was ten years old, and a more re-
volting recital could hardly be ins-
11Z In '-"1
411.1 en5is....i‘lia0""91911;1
RULIS RUGS
Special Selling in Carpet
Department Thu rs day
R00'M size Rugs made of remnants of carpets inVELVET, AXMINISTER and BRUSSELS. Now is
the chance to securv what wise people are always on
the lookGut for and at remarkably low prices.
Here are a few Axminister Rugs, extra quality:
10 6 12 feet $ 14.75
11-13 feet   15.00
10 6 13-6 feet __ 16.50
10-6 12-3 feet _ 15.00
C
Extra Velvet Rugs
10-:3 12 feet .._ $20.00
10-6 13 feet, extra good 25.00
Extra Axminister Rugs
10 6 11 6 feet _ $22.50
Persian Reversib!e
Room Rugs
10-612 feet . .... $ 14.50
12.15 feet - 18.00
13-6 15 fret _ 20.00
American Gra j5
Twine Rugs
Nothing better for wear, looks and
economy; in all sires fro 3 feet
to 9-12, at very special prices
special selling ot small Rugs-just what is most needed this sea-
sun
We are
irmaim..•••••• - 98C and up
headquarters for oil cloths and linoleums.
*THURSDAY-SECOND FLOOR
DRY GOODS &-
CARPETS
061111 THE STORE
OF THE PEOPLE
TtiE pATLic?riT s 'ORE-
444115.0111"%fl..lail.'") te!tt%
s
A4440/ Alieetwir-4046,0e-Nika,..pts.apudweei
-••••••••••••••
ASSISTANT FOR
THE YARD MASTER
Appointed to At.sist in Reliev-
ing Congestion
More Help for General l'ardinasti•r
Sullivan in Paducah Is
Afforded.
SUPT. EGA IS INTERESTED.
Rept-Med congestion of freight cars
in eadusah Illinois Central yards
caused Illinois Central officials to
aeaken to the necessity of a larger
forte, of yard officials, and fhls morn-
hie a new office was treated, that of
"assistant general yardniatiter with
jurisdiction over entire Paducah term
Male" A. F. Beeers, who has worked
in yards all over the south and east
has been appointed to the position.
and assumed charge of his new dutite
this morning.
In the appointment of Mr. Beyers
it is thought serious blo•kades will
be precluded in the future, as there
will be sufficient officers in authority
to keep freight evenly distributed
Hesidee General Yertheaster Sullivan
and eesistant Beyers, there are three
other officers in authority. They are
R. 0. Houston. assistant yardmaster
with authority ors* yards at night;
E. Moore, who occupies the position
of day yardmaster in south yards
and Thomas Danaher, who looks after
the shop yards during the day. All
are under General Yardmaster Stele
I van.
Mr. Beyer. was brought here by
,Supt. A. H. Egan, who arrived from
the Louisville division yesterday af-
!ternoon. Mr. Egan has been forced
I to devote a great deal of his time for
several month(' to Padusah yards, and
the creation of a new local office,
brings relief to him in a great meas-
ure
HIGH SCHOOL
LINE UP le ANNOI Nt I I) Foil
GAME NEXT FRIDAV.
Fine Gridiron Struggle of Season
Will Take Place With the
(Very's.
Lovers of footbell are looking for-
ward to the initial, game of the sea-
son here. to be played Friday after-
noon between Paducah High school
team and The Cutlery'. with as mu- h
Interest as those who will participate
in the game.
The High school team is working
hard on signals and team work, and
has a shade the better of the Cul-
lyes in practice, having enjoyed day-
light work while the Culleys have to
work at night toider electric light.
The Culleys will outweigh the High
school boys. however.
Members of the Ctele) team are
mostly boa, who were on the High
school team last year. and great ri-
valry Is manifested by members of
!, • • 'A The Culleys will be
the absence of their
Mallory
Craverette Hat
They're made at the start
from the finest selected furs
in the smartest blocks, then
treated by the famous Priestly
process. TLis makes them
rain-proof and sun-proof.
Look like any WOO hat,
waar better.
$3.00
U. ti. Gulktt & Co.
I swerporsted.)
3IZ Broadway.
regular coach, Roscoe Reed, who is
Ill, but are conedent of victory.
This morning announcement of the
lineup to meet the Culleys was made
by the High school management as
follows: Reeder, right end, Wilhelm,
left end; Rock, left guard: Randle,
right tackle: Hearth, center; Tucker,
quarter; Burton, tulle-Elliott. cap-
tain and left half; Cave. rgtht halt.
Leo Keller is coaching the High
school squad and Henry Rudy will be
the referee. The Culley team has not
announced its line up yet
Cadet ('lease. ,
Supt. John Carnagey will meet
with the cadet class this afternoon to
hear a report front eaelt of the five
members on experience •it watching
active school work. Each member of
the class is assigned to a room to
watch regular teachers conduct the
classes. Superintendent Carnagey
finde that this plan is the most bene-
ficial for the training of prospective
teachers.
Pay for Building.
Yesterday afternoon last payment
of We on the Longfellow school
property, at Fifth street and Ken-
tusky avenue, was made by the Odd
Fellow lodges. President Potter, of
the Odd Fellows' Buildine company
paid the money to himself as presi-
dent of the school board.
WILLSON STATES
HIS POSITION
"I will not dip the good old Republi-
can ship into the mire of dirty politics
by allowing myself to be dragged into
the Powers controversy in this cam-
paign for good government in Ken•
tuck'." resolutely and emphatically
declared Augustus E. Willson, the Re-
publican nominee for governor, in his
speech at Barbourville, to a crowd es-
timated at 3.000 persons, all neighbors
and town folk of Caleb Powers. and all
Wed up to the highest tension of
expectancy as to what Mr. Willson
would say !n reply to Mr. Hager's quo-
tation prepeunded at Lexington' .
"All that. I can promise you." he
added. "is that if I ant elected govern-
or of lerntecky Mr. Powers will have
a felt- and honest trial before a fair
and impartial Judge and a non-partisan
Jury. and this epees.; to all men tin-
der indictment In connection with the
Goebel affair. who will come bark In
Kentucky for trial yhen I send for
theist.
"All of these men will have a fair
trial if it is tee last act of my lift.
and in order that there may be no
charges of favoritism made, they will
bp tried be: ire a Denoteratie Judge if
I end that he Is the beat man fitted
to perform this Important service to
the state.
"Mr. Hater. in his speech at Lex-
ington. said that he would not pardon
Mr. Powers. I won't promise you that
he will be pardoned. I do not consider
it fitting for any lawyer to tell the
people what he will do in advance of
a trial and reeord. If he makes such
a premise he will appeal only to the
unworthy passions of men.
'Mr Hager. In the reser-able rancor
of party hatred has seen fit to drag
the matter into this campaign, and
throw it hack into his teeth and re-
sent the implication that I or the Re-
publican party would release Mr. Pow. 
erawithout a fair trial and a fair
record of the case. end we. have the
right to assume that he has not had a
fair trial because a Democratic court
of appeals has had their say so.
"If you elect me governor I pledge
you to observe my oath of office, the
ConetitutIon and the law as becomes
an officer of the law, a gentleman and
Kentuckian No man may ask me if
will pardon him If he is runty. I
am a full grown man to child, and
have the nerve to say right here be-
fore you just what I will do and no
more."
River Iteport.
Cairo .. ....... .15.6 0.2
Chattanooga .. 3.8 0.1
Cincinnati ...... 9.7 0.4
Evansville ...... 8.5 0.1
Louisville ...... 4.6 0.1
Mt. Carmel  4.7 0.2
Nashville  . 8.3 0.6
Pittsburg   . 4.7 0.2
Mt. 'eel neve_
Paducah 
rise
fall
rise
rise
rise
fall
rise
fall
The river is now stationary at Pa-
ducah. no change having been record-
ed In the last twentysfour hours. •
The Margaret was in yesterday
from the Te;nneesee river with a tow
of ties. She left for another trip up
that stream.
The Thinear went to Cairo this
morning on her regular trip.
I The Clyde wiil leave tonight on
her return trip up the Tennessee.
•
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 9.
Special Selling in
eady-to-Wear Dept.
(Sec( rod Floor)
Thursday
Coats and Jackets
Ladies' and Misses' Long Coats, black and colors,
well trimmed, nicely tailored, good quality of
cloth, full lengths and a good all around
coat.  $5.00
Other Coats and Jackets, the newest to be had
and of materials that are popular imitation fur;
btoadcloth, fancy mixtures and velvet, in endless
varietiev, 10, $12.50, $15 and Up
Suits Suits
Our assortment of Tailored Suits are without
precedent, for we can show the greatest variety and
beat values that's pozsible to be had in the city.
Suits that are new and popular
range_________$15, $17.50, $25 and up
Tailored Skirts
We can offer you for Thursday a lot of the popular
Panama new trimmed Tailored Skirts that we have
had such a run on, but can't say how long they
will last at the same old quick selling
price.
Rain Coats
Ladies' and Children's Rain Coats we are making
a very special price on them for Thursday. Ladies'
Cavenettes at  _$8.50 and $15
That were worth $15 and 525.
Children's Rain Coats at.. $2.00
That were worth $3.5o.
CARAUSTS
DRY 00003 &
EDP TZ Alan
The Daylight Store.
steamer Dick Fowler.
The Joe Fowler Is due In from Ev-
ansville today.
I The Kentu-ky is due in from the The Nellie returned from Metrop-
Tennessee river tomorrow. ohs yesterday. The little steamer
! Rob Moss has resigned his position will leave today for the Tennessee
with the Ayer-Lord Tie company and I river after a tow of logs
has accepted the place of second, The Lydia was in yesterday from
clerk on the Clyde leaving on his first the Tennessee with a tow of ties
trill toneght. • liwhich she carried on to Joppa this
The Castile(' and the sand boat are morning. She will come back today
expected In today. bringing the Jen and go back up the Tennessee river
Duffy, which was raised off Big Fiend for more tiee.
shoals. 'The Duffy will be repairedi The Michael is due in front the
here, Tennesstre river FeidaYe
Vir. - of Stillwate Ir  The Royal was In and out On time
Minn., will arrive this week to super- today,
intend the installation of the new InW I The Russell Lord camp inyeater
pressure engines to be placed on the day from the Tennessee with a tow
of ties, which she carried on to
Brook ports
The Pavonla will be let off the ma-
rine ways tomorrow. The Henrietta
2ontes off Saturday.
Official Fein-refits.
' The Ohio at Evansville, not much
change during the. next 24 hours, At
Mt. Vernon will continue rising due
Ing the next 36 hours. At Padurtae
not much change during the next 24Puurtt.
-s The Tennessee, from Florence to
the mouth.. not-much change daring
the next 24 hours
The Mitialtielfilel, from Pfeifle' St.
Louis to Cairo, will (ethernet+ rising
slowly during the next 24 hours.
1
.0 4
